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Mary E. Pennington, George V. McQure, Louise Hodgin,
MINUTES OF OREGON YEARLY MEETING OF
FRIENDS CHURCH.

Fifth Day—10:00 A. M.

1. The twenty-sixth annual session of Oregon Yearly

Walter E. Terrell, Charles A. Hodson, Horace Terrell, Wal
ter Cook, Gladys Paulsen, Floyd W.Perisho.

From Boise Valley Quarterly Meeting: Representative
—Ernest E. Taylor, Mary L. Stanton, Annis J. Brady, F.
Esther Benedict, Charles I. Whitlock, Thomas C. Perisho,

Meeting of Friends was held at Newberg, Oregon, begin

Floyd Williams. Emma Heston, Ida Hinshaw, Lemuel W.

ning at 10:00 o'clock A. M., sixth month 13th, 1918.

Heston, Nellie Osborne, I. S. Binford.

2. The recording clerk being absent, Oliver Weesner wasappointed to serve temporarily.

3. The names of representatives, alternates and care

takers from the various meetings were called as follows:
From Portland Quarterly Meeting; Representatives—El
vira Cook, Lurana M. Terrell, Anzonetta Dunbar, Marion
Gilbert, O. J. Sherman, Byron Morris, Ethol George, Sarah
E. Hall, F. M. George, Homer L. Cox.
Alternates—]. Sanger Fox, Malona C. Hinshaw, Cather
ine Dickey, B. S. Cook, Lydia Gardner.

Finance Committee—Byron Morris, F. M. George, Lur
ana M. Terrell.

"

From Salem Quarterly Meeting: Representatives—Mar
guerite P. Elliott, Anna B. Miles, Mary R. Pressnal, Enos'

P. Pressnal, Clyde G. Thomas, Joseph A. Taylor, Chester
A. Hadley, William Way, John B. Moorman, Ethelyn Arm
strong.

Alternates—Lyra B. Miles, Myrtle Russell, Jesse Coulson,
Roby J. Stroud, Bessie Cooper.

Finance Committee—William Way, Anna B. Miles and
Joseph A. Taylor.

From Newberg Quarterly Meeting—Representatives^
Thomas R. Rood, Ezra H. Woodward, Elsie Woodward,
Edna Everest, Levi Lewis, A. R. Mills, Nate L. Wiley,
Myrtle Walton, Eva Campbell, F. D. Frost, Rebecca Pen-

nington, Stella Crozer, Archie Campbell, Jesse Edwards.
Alternates—Rollin Kirk, Isaac Roberts, Amanda M.

Woodward, Halcyon Wiley, Lucy H. Rees, Eliza Hagey,
Elwood Hodson.

Finance Committee—Thomas R. Rood, Nate L. Wiley,
A. R. Mills.

Alternates—A. C. Jackson, E. G. Pearson, Oma Perisho,
Junie Jackson, Mary K.Shaver,S. A. Mills.

The delegates were directed to fill all vacancies m the
delegate body from any other members from this Quarter y
Meeting in attendance at the Yearly Meeting. Tlmse thus
chosen by the delegates were: Arthur G. Street, Gertru e
M. Street, Orpah Sanders.

Finance Committee—U W. Heston, I. S. Binford, A. G.

4. Credentials were read for Herbert L Huffman, a min

ister of Everett Monthly Meeting; Jessie E-Miles a mern-

ber of Huntington Park Monthly Meeting; Emrna F. C(^n^
a minister of Whittier Monthly Meeting, and Jo n an

tie Riley, ministers of Entiat Monthly Mating, Charles E.

Tebbetts, Robert E. Pretlow, Imelda Tebtetts, Claude Bar
ker, Paul J. Furnas and a number of others were Present
without credentials. The meeting appreciated the presc

of all these, and extended to them a hearty welcome.
5. The following committee was appointed to prepare

returning minutes for visiting Friends: Lewis Kusseli,

Annis J. Brady, Fred E. Carter, Louisa P. Round, Emma
M. Hodgin.

.

^ .

6. A Press Committee was appointed as follows: Levi

T. Pennington, Catherine L. Dickey, Ezra H. Woodward,
Marguerite P. Elliott.

7. Aaron M. Bray presented the problem of associate

membership, and their induction into active membership.
The matter was referred to the representatives for their con
sideration.

.,

V

8. A communication from the Clerk of the Five Years

Meeting, in reference to proposed amendments to the Uni
form Discipline, was read and referred to the RcprcsenU-

'V

^

Mmutea of Oregon Yearly

tivcs for their consideration.':

9. The report of the Statistical, Secretary was read as
follows;

REPORT OF STATISTICAL SECRETARY.

A/ccfrnf

Friends Church
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Boise Valley Quarterly Meeting—In place of Mary L.
Stanton, F. Esther Benedict, Floyd Williams, Ida Hinshaw
and. Nelhe Osbom, absent, are appointed E. G. Pearson.
Oma Perisho, Arthur G. Street, Gertrude Street and Orpah

To Oregon Yearly Meeting of Friends:

Sanders.

I submit the statistics in the, form adopted a few years
igo,also the usual information concerning ministers and cor

Newberg Quarterly Meeting—In the place of Eva M.
Campbell, F. D. Frost and Archie Campbell, absent, are
appointed Amanda M. Woodward, Halcyon Wiley and Lucy

respondents, and the list of the deaths.

Respectfully yours,

Aaron M. Bray;
'

Statistical Secretary.

The report was accepted and the tables and other infor-

H. Rees.

Portland; Quarterly Meeting—In the place of Anzonetta
Dunbar and Alarion Gilbert, absent, are appointed J. Sanger

mation will appear in the appendix to the minutes. ■

Fox and Katherine Dickey.

next session of this meeting names of persons to serve as
Presiding Clerk, Recording Clerk, Reading Clerk" and An

Salem Quarterly Meeting—In the place of Maty R. Presnall, Enos P. Presnall, Clyde E.'Thomas and John B. Moor
man, absent, are appointed Lyra B, Miles, Myrtle Russell,
Jessie Coulson and Roby J. Stroud.

10. The representatives were instructed to propose to the

nouncing Clerk;

Determine a ratio for raising funds and distributing docu
ments;

Propose funds to be raised 'for the Church work, and
nominate a Friend to serve as'Treasurer for the ensuing
year;

Propose the name of one"person in each Quarterly Meet-

ing to receive and distribute minutes and documents;

Comm^^*^

fo'" Nominating," Auditing and Printing

11. The meeting adjourned to 2:00 P, M.
FifHi IXay—2:00 P. M.

12. The meeting opened at 2:00 P. M. with a period of
devotion.

13. The representatives made the following report, and

the rmminations and recommendations were approved by the
meeting and the persons named were appointed.
REPORT OF REPRESENTATIVES.

The representatives met and organized, with A. R. Mills
as chairman and Stella Crozer, secretary.
We propose for Yearly Meeting Clerks the following:
Presiding Clerk, Levi T. Pennington; Recording Clere,
OHver Weesner; Reading Clerk, Marguerite P. Elliott; An
nouncing Clerk, Chester A. Hadley. The delegations were filled in as follows:

For Nominating Committee we suggest the following:
Ethol George, Lurana M. Terrell, Charles I. Whitlock, Er

nest E. Taylor, Marg^uerite P. Elliott, Chester A. Hadley,
Rebecca Pennington, Ezra H. Woodward and A. R. Mills.
14. The list of Friends deceased during the year was

presented, and will appear in the appendix to the minutes.
15. The following communication from the Statistical
Secretary was read. The recomemndations were approved
and the Nominating Committee was instructed to propose a
committee to have charge of the work:
To Oregon Yearly Meeting of Friends:
■ N'ine of the eighteen Monthly Meetings report that 278
of the letters tt> non-resident miembers were sent the past
year, and that 28 replies were received, with remittances to
the amount of $194.80. Personal letters were written in

some cases by two or three of the Monthly Meetings. New

berg and Salem Meetings sent'all but 69 of the letters that
Avere .sent. I recommend that a letter be prepared giving
a good account of the Yearly Meeting and of the work for
the year, and that arrangements be made to send them out

within a week of the close of Yearly Meeting. Three hun
dred and fifty copies will be a sufficient numl^r.
A.\RbN M. Bray,

Statistical Sccretaiy.
16. The following report of Systematic and Proportion-

6
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ate Giving was presented and approved:
REPORT ON SYSTEMATIC AND PROPORTIONATE
GIVING.

Six hundred forty pages of literature have been distrib
uted. Some work of this kind has been done but no ac
count kept.

Nine scrfnons reported and persistent agitation of the
subject in several meetings.

We failed to get an exact report of numbers of tithers

in the Yearly Meeting, but are confident of a st^dy in
crease.

The First and Second Friend Churches of Portland,

Greenleaf, Salem and Rosedale Meetings all have' Store

House Leagues. The prospect is good for such organiza

tions in other Meetings.

No report from Boise Valley or Portland Quarterly M'eetings, but the Superintendent has kept in touch with the work
to some extent during the year and knows that the interest
is increasing.

Salem Store House League has a membership of fiftythree. Regular wage earners not more than twenty. Or
ganized fifteen months and paid in $1,842.56.

The urgent calls for relief is serving to show us what can
be done in a financial way.
Josephine Hockett,
Superintendent.

17. J. Sanger Fox presented and explained the work
of the Store House League, and the way in which this move
ment is spreading in the Yearly Meeting.
■ . 18. The report of the American Friends Board of For

eign Missions was read and will appear in the appendix to
the minutes.

i
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waned; but as we face the coming year with its increased
needs and opportunities, we realize that there must be more
praying unto the God in Heaven if we come up to our full

privilege, and get the vision of the field and our opportu
nity.

We will let each Quarterly Meeting Superintendent speak
for himself as to the work of his Quarterly Meeting, and tell

us how they keep up the Missionary interest.

Portland Quarterly Meeting Superintendent reports:
Each meeting has a representative Missionary Society; one
study class in the Quarter, eight Missionary sennons and
addresses. There is evidently a discouraging lack of prayer
for Missions in all the meetings, but one very encouraging
feature is that there have been 18 young people's meetings
held. One meeting reports a regular quarterly Missionary
lesson in the Bible School, with the opening of the mite
boxes. Others have Missionary talks to children in Bible
School, programs and picture charts."
Boise Valley Quarterly Meeting Superintendent says:
"We believe the work of the Church, the Lord's work,

should come first; that the soul is more important than the
body; that we as church members are responsible for car

rying out the great commission 'Go ye.' These thoughts
and convictions are impressed upon us largely by our pastors
and teachers, and to some extent in the home life. With this
conviction on the people they give freely. Then we have
found that our jieoples' interest and therefore their willing
ness to give corresponds to their knowledge of the condi
tions and needs of the field.

Mission items on blackboards

hung on the church walls are helpful; so are good programsand Mission study classes."

Salem Quarterly Meeting Superintendent says: "As a

'•■ 19. The following report of the Yearly Meeting's For

means to keep up an interest in missions, programs, reports

the minutes:

talks and so forth. Each meeting has come up with its ap
portionment except one and that one has raised eighty dol

eign Missionary Board was read and approved, with the
table of contributions, which will appear in the appendix to
YEARLY MEETING MISSIONARY REPORT,

We can truly say that the "good hand of our God has been

upon us" this year, and He has blessed in many ways.

Although there have been many appeals for money for

uuny other things, yet the interest in Missions has not

by members of the Five Years Missionary Board, letters

from the field, reports in the American Friend, Bible School

lars for outside mission work."

Newberg Quarterly Meeting Superintendent reports a
Missionary social that was very helpful as well as entertain
ing, in keeping up the Missionary interest, also work in the

6
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Sixth Day—10:00 A. M.

Bible Schools, addresses and so on.

We are glad for all suggestions and believe we may be
helpful to each other in exchanging plans and views in the
Missionary work.
Respectfully submitted,

24. The meeting convened at 10;00 A. M. A brief sea
son of devotion followed the call to order.

25. Charles E. Tebbetts brought gratefully accepted

O. J. SHERMAN,

greetings to us from Nebraska Yearly Meeting.
26. The following report of the Pennanent Board was

Chairman.
EFFIE R. TAMPLIN,
Secretary.

ceased, as member of the Permanent Board. The meeting

20. The following report of the Treasurer of the Yearly

read. The Nominating Committee was directed to nomi
nate a p>erson to fill the uncxpired term of Ida J. Wiley, de

directs the Trustees to file the original copies of memorials

Meeting Foreign Missionary Board was read and approved:

with the official records of the Yearly Meeting.

REPORT OF TREASURER OF FOREIGN MISSION
ARY COMMITTEE OF OREGON

To Oregon Yearly Meeting of Friends:

YEARLY MEETING.

Balance on hand at last report

$352.43

Total receipts General Fund

$ 560.45
359.09
602.00
632.15

$2506.12

Received from Portland Quarterly Meetinsf, Dr.
Estock
Received from all sources, Chilson Fund
Total receipts
Sent to E. F. Hiatt, Treasurer Gen. Fund
Sent to E. F. Hiatt, Treasurer Chilson Fund
Sent to E. F. Hiatt, Treasurer Dr. Estock

The Permanent Board held a special meeting at Newberg,
Oregon, tenth month 14th, 1917, to consider a matter
presented for our consideration, but by a unanimous vote it

was decided not to take anv action. The regular session

Received from—

Boise Valley Quarterly Meeting Gen. Fund
Salem Quarterly Meeting Gen. Fund
Newberg Quarterly Meeting General Fund
Portland Quarterly Meeting Gen. Fund

REPORT OF THE PERMANENT BOARD.

200.00
167.00
$2873.12
$2506.12
167.00
200.00

was held at 7 P. M., June 13th, 1918. Memorials were read
concerning the life and work of Eli Jones of Star Monthly

Meeting, Rhoda Jane Mills of Greenleaf Montlily Meeting,
and Edna Bedinger Jones of Valley Mound Monthly Meet
ing. The Clerk was instructed to make a synopsis o*

to be read in the Yearly Meeting, and we rccommetm that
the originals be filed with the official records of the Yearly
Meeting.

It will be necessary to appoint someone to fill out the
term of service of Ida J. Wiley, who has gone on. as we
believe, to be with the Lord. Clarkson Pemberton, another

member of the Board, has also left us for other service, as
we believe, but his tenn expired this year. This is the first

year in our history when two of our members have de
ceased.

$2873.12

Respectfully submitted,
W.E. Crozer, Treas.
21. Lelah F. Coffin sang a solo which was much en
joyed.

22. Charles E. Tebbetts addressed the meeting on the
Foreign Mission work of Friends. His address was much
appreciated by the meeting.
23. The meeting adjoumed to meet at 10:00 A. M.,
sixth month 14th.

Signed on behalf of the Permanent Board.
Aaron M. Bray, Clerk.
MEMORIALS.

Eli Jones, a loving husband, a faithful father, and a
devoted servant of Christ, and a loyal member of the Friends
Church, passed to his reward February 2, 1918, lacking
only 21 days of attaining the 84th anniversary of his birth.
Born in Morgan County, Indiana, in 1834, and being taken
to Pleasant Plain, Iowa, by his parents while still a child,

Meeting «/ Friende Church
Minute* •/ Orefen Yearlf
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he grew to manhocxi, and was converted and joined the
Friends Church there. He was married to Rebecca Pickard

in 1864. 'He resided for three years at Paonia, Colorado,
where he was a charter member of that meeting. His last
days were spent at Star, Idaho. His last words were "The
anchor still holds."

Rhoda Jane Hester was born at Vermilion Grove, 111.,
December 14, 1867. She died October 21, 1917, at Greenleaf, Idaho. She was married in the same house in which

she was born to Seth A. Mills February 24, 1887. Four

daughters live to mourn her loss, Lucy, Myrtle, Edna and
Anna. The oldest child, Ola, preceded the mother to her
heavenly home about two years. Faithful in all the work of

the church, she was specially devoted to the Foreign Mission
cause. Her husband and children and friends have the

brightest evidence of her readiness to go and be with the
Lord.

Edna Bedinger Jones, wife of Will E. Jones, died May
12, 1918. She was born in Eastern Illinois, was converted
when a child, and afterward was renewed, and sanctified in

young girlhood. She was married June 4, 1908, and soon

after she went to Entiat, Washington. Two years ago
they moved to Boise to take the pastoral care of that meet
ing. Last fall they moved to Valley Mound, and engaged
in pastoral work there. Faithful in all things, she has, we
believe, received the welcome "Well done."
27. The Recording Clerk was directed to make a sum

mary of reports on the State of Society and present it at a
future sitting.
28. The Epistle Committee was directed to make a sum

mary of the epistles of the American Yearly Meetings and
present it at a future sitting.

29. The Superintendent of Peace and Arbitration pre
sented the following satisfactory report:
REPORT OF SUPERINTENDENT OF PEACE AND
ARBITRATION.

To Oregon Yearly Meeting of Friends:
Shortly after the close of the Yearly Meeting last year
I wrote the General Secretary of the Five Years Meeting
asking for any plans that might have been formulated in

the interests of the peace work in order that our work might

II

be made to conform to the general plan. I was informed
that, owing to the condition of war, no active campaign was
advised for the present. This fact, coupled with the fact
that no appropriation was made for the work of this depart
ment, and that the positive side of the work has been dele

gated to the Service Committee will explain, in a measure,
the meagemess of this report.
At the close of this year we feel to give thanks to the
Allwise Father who, in the midst of the conditions of war,

has so signally blessed us and given to many of our people
the grace to remain firm in their faith in the face of the
most unpleasant circumstances.

It has been impossible for the Superintendent to do any
peace work other than to collect the reports from the

Quarterly Meetings, which we present to this meeting as a
matter of information.

In two meetings the work of the Service CommittM has
been performed by the Peace Committee. Star and West
Piedmont have only one committee. West Piedmont reports
$56.80 collected, of which $21.00 was forwarded to the
Service Committee and $35.80 expended for materials (400

yards) from which 228 garments have been made.

We note that 34 young men have volunteered for mili
tary service, and that 14 "have been accepted for the recon
struction work in France. Nine of the latter number are
alreadj' in France.

It is our opinion that in view of the special conditions un
der which the peace work has to be done and the evident
need for activity along this line that the meeting make an
appropriation for this work this year or turn the entire work
over to the Service Committee.

Respectfully submitted,
F. W.Perisho,
Superintendent of Peace and Arbitration.
The table of information aceompanying the peace report
will be found in the appendix.

30. The forty-ninth annual report of the Peace Associa
tion of Friends in America was read and directed printed
in the appendix.

31. Charles E. Tebbetts ably presented the situation of
Friends in the present world crisis.
32. The Nominating Committee was directed to propose

r
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to^ a future sitting names of Friends to constitute a com
mittee to formulate a statement of the Yearly Meeting's
peace position in the present crisis.
33. A statement on the war situation from Baltimore

(Park Avenue) Yearly Meeting was read.

34. A statement on the war situation from Philadelphia

f

■(

Meeting of Friends Church
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40. The subject of our participation in the proposed con
ference of all Friends to be held in London at the close of the

war was presented, and was referred to the Permanent
Board for their consideration.

41.

A communication from the Executive Committee of

the Five Years Meeting was read and referred to the rep

Yearly Meeting was read. The Clerk was instructed to

resentatives, as follows:

make a suitable response to it.

To Oregon Yearly Meeting-oPFriends—Dear Friends:

35. Paid J. Furnas gave an able presentation of the sit
uation confronting our young men at present.

36. The Nominating Committee made the following

partial report. The recommendation was approved and the
persons nominated were appointed:

REPORT OF NOMINATING COMMITTEE.

The Evangeli.stic Committee of Indiana Yearly Meeting
of Friends has brought to the attention of the Executive

Committee of the Five Years Meeting a concern about the
future of the work of Indiana Yearly Meeting where it joins

with the work of Oregon Yearly Meeting. They feel, that

being so far away from the field, some word might go di

We,the Norninating Committee, recommend to the Yearly

rectly . from the committee representing the Five Years

vu

should seek unity of action and fellowship. The cross laid

"D

a Committee on Correspondence

Fox, Airrta^Terfeir'''"''
fi,

Kvanoo-ronfej an

Meeting to your Yearly Meeting.

In these times of stress, we feel that Friends everywhere

upon us cannot be borne unless we have in us the spint of

'^'scipline, the Newberg members felt

the Christ, who taught us to love one another. It is oul

entitled to at least four members on the
recommendbe
that
request
be
t at Rebecca Pennington
thisthis
fourth
mem-

and harmony among the members of these two Yearly Meet
ings should be made. We therefore hope that UregM
Yearly iMeeting will not carry on or promote Evangelistic

thought, therefore, that all possible efforts to

refomniinH^ ^^P'ringterms on the Evangelistic Board, we
W sLTem Or
Chester A. Hadfc P ^
198 E. 39th street, Portland,

or Pastoral work within the limits of the distnct belonging

Ar r
recommendation
theA.
Quarterly
Meetings
that Fred E. Carter,
Newberg;from
Chester
Hadley,

On behalf of the Executive Committee.
Allen D. Hole, Chairman.

reen eaf, serve as Quarterly Meeting Superintendents in
their respective Quarterly Meetings.

Extension Board was read, and will be found in the appen-

w' r

u

Newberg, Ore.

saiem; 1-. M. George, Portland, and Thomas C. Perisho,

Chas. I. Whitlock, Chairman.

17. mi,e \T
• . Committee
Lurana M.was
Terrell,
Secretary.
Nominating
instructed
to nomi38. The meeting adjourned to meet at 2:00 P. M..
Sixth Day—2:00 P. M.
39. The meeting opened with a devotional service.

to Indiana Yearly Meeting, except in the fullest co-opera icm
with the Evangelistic Committee of Indiana Yearly •; ee 42. The statistical report of the Evangelistic and Church

43. The following report of the chairman

f^e Evan

gelistic and Church Extension Board was read.
meiidation that J. Sanger Fox be employed as Field becretarjr of the Board for the year or such portion of me year

as the Board may deem best at a salary of sevent>^five dol
lars per month and traveling expenses was adopted.
EVANGELISTIC REPORT.

Pursuant to the authority granted the Board at last

Minutes of Oregon Yearfy
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Yearly Meeting time, several persons have been considered

Meeting of Friends Church
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and corresponded with relative to taking the position of

been serving for a time the Cloverdale community as pastor

General Superintendnt, but none of them were available

where prospects seem favorable for Friends. These and
many others have been seeking to be true undershepherds of

at the time we were seeking their services, and as a result,
up to one month ago, what executive work has been
done has been done by the Executive Osmmittee of the
Board and the Quarterly Meeting Superintendents.

While no sensational 'results have appeared during the
year we find upon a comparison of the reports of previous
years that with but two exceptions this year shows a greater

the flock of God, and with the meagre support, the poor
equipment and lack of general oversight we feel they have
done well, all the meetings in the Y. M. with perhaps orte
exception have had pastoral care, a part or all the year.
In an evangelistic way, sp>ecial- revival services have been

number added to the church by request than any year in our

held in all the meetings in the Yearly Meeting except the
meetings of Portland Quarter,' where, but one revival has

history.

been conducted. Those who have-served the church in this

On May 13th, the services' of J. Sanger Fox were secured
as Field Secretary, since which time he has been energet

ically at \vork under the direction of the Board, visiting the
meetings in the three Quarterly Meetings adjacent, survey
ing the fields and organizing the work.
One of the chief factors in whatever success has been

achieved during the past year is the faithful, self-sacrificing
semces of the pastors laboring in our midst, and while we
rejoice in those who have staid in the field and toiled un

complainingly on, we are still more encouraged as we note
the coming of others to help build the Kingdom in the
Northwest. Since our last annual session Fred E. Carter of

Fairmount, Ind., has taken the pastorate at Newberg. Mr.
and Mrs. Carl Miller, of Lynn, Ind., are locating at Spring-

capacity are as follows: Fred E. Carter held a meeting at the

college, and S. J. Reid held a union meeting in the Friends
Church in Newberg. Lurana M. Terrell and Irma Cook
held a revival at Springbrook, Miss Myrtle Crider of Indi
ana at Chehalem, H. E. Pemberton at Rex, Oyde G. Thomas
at Sherwood and Middleton, Fred C. Harris, Lurana Terrell

and Irma Cook at Highland; Homer and Blanche Cox at
Scotts Mills: Lewis I. Hadley at Rosedale, Marion and Sec
ond Friends Church in Portland; Joseph Brock at Star, Val
ley Mound and Center Point; C. I. Whitlock at Greenleaf,

and Myrtle Crider at Boise, Idaho. Myra B. Smith has been
blessed in a remarkable manner in the work at the Portland

Commons Mission, where she has told the story of Jesus and
His love to thousands during the year and^ had the joy of

brook. Miss Lurana M. Terrell of Iowa has taken the

seeing several hundred accept Christ as their personal Sav

work at Second Friends Church, Portland, and has, been
doing good work there. Lewis I. Hadley has returned to
the Friends Church and has taken the work as supply at
West Piedmont in Portland. Ernest E. Taylor, formerly a

cial services at South Salem. Some of our ministers have
done work outside the church with good results, and in

prohibition worker well known in the Northwest, has dedi

Lord.

iour. H. E. Pemberton and Oaude Barker have held spe

many other ways sought to extend the Kingdom of our

cated his life to the ministry of the Gospel and is doing a

The chairman of the Board has attended all four of the

splendid work at Boise. Geo. V. McLure has done excellent

Quarterly Meetings at different times during the year, and

work the past year at Rex, and arrangements are being
made for him to assume the pastoral oversight of Sherwood

sought as best he could with the press of many other cares,
to serve the church in the capacity assigned him and while

circuit, composed of Sherwood, Middleton, and Rex. Fred

the conditions under which we have worked the past ywr

C. Harris, of Cleveland, Ohio, who so acceptably attended
the session of Oregon Yearly Meeting one year ago has since
been located at Scotts Mills, and is much appreciated by the

to do what we could.

entire community at that place. Ethelyn Armstrong has

pressing needs. The peculiar conditions existing in the

have been far from satisfactory to ourselves, we have tried

As we look out into the coming year, we reco^ize many
Northwest make it imperative that we have a ministry that

16

knows and experiences the mighty anointings of the Holy

45. J. Sanger Fpx gave an interesting report of his work
as Field Secretary. Further remarks were made by Paul J.

G^st. The times are making us to feel that a' preacher
without a message is a colossal impertinence, for we are
living in days when souls are serious and earnestly inquir

Furnas, Robert E. Pretlow, Herbert Huffman and Charles
E. Tebbetts.

ing for the real living bread of life. At the peril of our
future, we dare not ^ek to satisfy them with a stone. We

■46. A subscription of $726 was taken for the work of the
Evangelistic and Church Extension Board.

must have, too, a ministry that is positive. When sorrow

47. The meeting adjourned to meet at 10:00 A. M., sixth

and death are wringing the hearts of the nations they have

month 15th.

iw time for interrogation points, and unless we would see

the gr^test revival of Spiritism with its attendant evils the

48.

world has ever witnessed, we must out of the confidence of

Seventh Day—10:00 A. M.
A brief devotional service occupied the early part

of the meeting.

our own hearts be able to point them to the positive teach

49. Myrtle U. Russell, J. A. Taylor and J. E. Coulson

ings of God's Word.

were excused from further service as representatives.

I5ut as necessary as is a Spirit-filled pulpit, they must

50. The following report of the meeting on Ministrj' and

nave the co-operation of a Spirit-filled pew. No power of

Oversight was read and approved:

organization, numerical or financial strength will make us

REPORT OF MEETING ON IMINISTRY AND

successful if the rank and file of our members are ignorant

OVERSIGHT.
The business was concluded in two sittings.

ot the pme secret of power the preachers must know.
•ive and agpessive
facing
theextension
necessity of
a definite,
church
policy,
for weconstructdare not

The spiritual condition of the various Quarterly Meetings

as revealed in the report.s show a good degree of spin ua

SI satisfied with the work already in hand. So manv com
munities have suffered the loss of- church leaders that added

n?eKf the placS

17
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Wc were greatly blessed by the presence of a number of

visiting ministers whose messages wdre edifying
The representatives reappoint Chester .A.. a

spiritual

^e also see the need ivhich it seems impossible to- ignore,

Evangeline Martin as Clerks for theChester
folloumg
A. H.^DLE^;,

n energetic field man hlierated and supported to sur\'"ey,

• Evangeline M.A.RTIN.

an organize, new fields as well as correlate the work al

Clerks.

ready in progress.

\t the request of the Epistle-Committee Stella Cro52. Aaron M. Bray, fraternal delegate to Puget Sound

The services of J. Sanger Fox the past month in this kind
as tile proper one to undertake the task, and we recom
mend that he be employed by the Yearly Meeting for one
year or such part of it as the Board may see fit, to act as

51.

or work under the direction of the Board, have commended

zer and Lvra Miles were apiiointcd to assist them.

Quarterly IMecting. presented the following report.
To Oregon Yearly Meeting:

at Fn-

I attended Puget Sound Quarterly ting, held at .
tiat last November, as a Fraternal delegate from this \ early
About twelve
.persons attended.0 jhe west
TEkd S«r«PP«r.unity
the Quarterly Meeting, also
before.and aftenvard. as I was
nhoiit thrcc weeks. I found a live,

leld becretaty under the supervision and direction of the,

iivangehstic Board, at a salary of $75.00 and traveling ex
penses, and that he he authorized to canvass the local meet

ings as far as possible in raising funds to assist the Board
in its expense.

in the neighborhood for about three
, . .i,
spiritual people, that were glad to hear the Vut^

On behalf of the Board.
Homer L. Cox, President.

Respectfully yours,

44. Lelah F. Coffin rendered a vocal solo.

lid

Aaron M. Bray.

»9
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53. Levi T. Pennin^n, a fraternal delegate to Puget

bound Quarterly Meeting, gave a verbal report of his at
tendance.

54. The representatives made the following nomina
tions, which were approved and the persons named were
appointed:

■^j'^hing Committee—Jesse Edwards, Claude S.
Woodward, W. E. Crozer.
For Prmting Committee—Levi T. Pennington, Oliver
VVeesner, Ezra H. Woodward.

i. To Meeting,
receive ai^
distribute
documents:
Boise
Valley
Quar^rly
Thos.
C. Perisho,
Greenleaf,
Idaho;
Portland
Quar^rly Meeting, Mark D. Ellis, Portland, Oregon; Sa-

Or^on

P-

Keeler, Salem, Oregon;

Meeting, Jacob Marshall, Newberg,

55. Charles E. Tebbetts gave a short address on educa-

tion.

ey"

of $667 for Pacific College was taken.

.u" x ^ following program was given in commemoration
Ar ^ anniversary of the establishment of Ore
gon V
Year]}' Meeting:

A vocal solo by Lelah F. Coffin.

ia ^^^1^' TP^'^'n'scence," Aaron M. Bray,

on "ReminlsceS"'^ Aar^^

ords of the Yearly Meeting

permanent rec-

59. The meeting requested John H. Rees to furnish a
^^^h anniversary
of Newberg
Quarterly Meeting to the Trustees
for filing with
the per
manent record of the Yearly Meeting.
6a The meeting expressed to Aaron M. Bray and John
.

ees 1 s appreciation of the papers referred to in the

above minutes.

61. The meeting adjourned to meet at 2 P. M.

...
Day-2:00 p. M.
I
f
oi^ned
with a season
of was
devotion,
oj. A letter from John Henry
Douglas
read. The
Clerk was directed to send greetings from Oregon Yearly

Meeting to John Henry Douglas.

64. The following program was given in commemoration

of the twenty-fifth anniversary of the establishment of Ore
gon Yearly Meeting:

Vocal duet by Corinne and Irene Bartholomew, of Everett,

Wash.

The names of the charter members of Newberg meeting
were read, two of whom were present.

Seventy persons were present who attended the opening
session of the Yearly Meeting.
, v i

Letters from the following former Clerks of the Yearly

Meeting were read: Thomas Newlin, Henry Edwin Mc-

Grcw, Julius C. Hodson.
A letter from Walter C. Woodward was read.

Robert E. Pretlow gave an address on "The Yearly Meet
ing—Its Place in Quaker Polity."
Duet by Corinne and Irene Bartholomew.
Short talks were given by the following: Nate L. Wiley,

Aaron M. Bray, Matilda Hoskins, Amanda M. Woodward,
Doshia Macy and Jesse Edwards.

Charles E. Tebbetts gave an address on The Church ot

the Future."

65.

_

Charles E. Tebbetts was requested to carry to Cali

fornia Yearly Meeting the loving greetings of Oregon
Yearly Meeting.
66.

„

The meeting adjourned to 8:00 P. M.

Seven^ Day—8:00 P. M.

67. The meeting convened according to adjournment.

68. Further information from the Statistical Secret^^

was read and will be included in the statistical items in the
appendix.

69.
■

.

r «

•

The Auditing Committee made the following reREPORT OF AUDITING COMMITTEE

We the Auditing Committee of Oregon Yearly Meeting
have examined the books and accounts of W. E. Crozer,
Treasurer of Missionary funds, and find the same to

rect to the best of our knowledge and belief. On l^half o
committee.
Arthur G. Street Chairman.

70. The statistical report of the Yearly Meeting Lhnstion Endeavor Union was read, and will appear in the ap-

^71. The Nominating Committee of the Christian Endea-

A^inutes of Oregon Yearly

cnce of all Friends on Peace, to be held in London, after the

were appointed:

close of the war, if such conference is held before next

REPORT OF CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR
NOMINATING COMMITTEE.

Yearly Meeting.

The Nominating Committee of the Christian Endeavor

,80. The following report from the Ministerial A^ssocia-

the coming year:

tion was read and approved:

Yearly Meeting Superintendent and Member of Young
A. Hadley; Assistant
Superintendent, P
Paul H. Lewis; Secretary-Treasurer,
Hazel
Keeler;

REPORT OF MINISTERIAL ASSOCIATION.
The Ministerial Association of Oregon Yearly Meeting
held a business session in connection with the short study

course given at Pacific College the latter part of March.
A very helpful conference was also held at Rosedale m
May. At this time it was decided to hold the Association
meetings immediately prior to our Quarterly Meetings.

Quarterly Meeting, Kenneth
of Ncwberg Quarterly Meeting,

Meetincr PnU-"''^"' ^"P®"nfondent of Salem Quarterly
OnaS'
Armstrong;
Superintendent of Boise Valley^
Quarterly Meeting,
Dillon Mills.

The association has endorsed the plan of the Summer
conference to be held by the Christian Endeavor Union, and

Signed on behalf of committee.
77

Au

.,

the aims anJ

,

Signed on behalf of the meeting of the Permanent Board,
held at 7 P. M., June IS, 1918. Aaron M. Brav, Clerk

Union make the following recommendations for officers for

Tamnill.
OHvp^ T'
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vor Union made the following report, and the persons named

pledged its support.

Lesta Cook, Chairman,

.

The following officers were elected to serve for the coming

and the presentation of

LS v«r P'^"f

Christian Endeavor Union for the

year: President, Fred E. Carter; Vice-President, J. Sang^
Fox; Secretary-Treasurer, Edith M. Mii^hin; Pro^

74 Panw' p
problems nf
meeting thern

rendered by Miss Allen,
address dealing with the
today and the best methods of

Hadley, Paul H. Lewis, Irma Cook.
Edith M. Minchin, Secretary.

oHl^^d'^Sartmrnt

moMh 17'th.
7f, mi.

Committee, Lurana M. Terrell, Homer L. Cox, C es

adjourned to meet at 10 A. M. sixth

81. The following report of the Treasurer was read an
approved:
( '•

Second Day, 10:00 A. M.

77' A ^ meeting convened according to adjournment,

of the meetfng"^^^ season of devotion followed the opening
a Sssal^^r.rf''''"^ 'Jirected Louisa P. Round to convey

Martin from thrYe^rll'ShiS^

Evangeline

wa^read
Permanent Board
was
and ffie recomniendati wastheadopted:

I

»t»tv

report OF THE TREASURER OF THE YML
MEETING FOR THE YEAR ENDING SIXTH
MONTH, ISTH, 1918.

>

Receipts.

Balance Sixth Month 15th, 1917

? qia SO

Newberg Quarterly Meeting

39960

Salem Quarterly Meeting
Portland Quarterly Meeting.

333 00
4.30 96

Boise Valley Quarterly Meeting.

Refund on expenses of delegates to Five Years

To Oregon
OrPiy Yearly n?
PERMANENT
Meeting
of Friends: BOARD.

Boise Valley Quarterly Meeting, for annual fund

tnpnd^
Oregon
Yearly Meeting
recom
mends that the Presiding Clerk
be instructed
to furnish
cre
dentials to any Friends who can attend the proposed confer-

Salem Quarterly Meeting for Annual Fund hive

Meeting

Five Years Meeting.
Years Meeting

i i a

'V'j' c-

^

T.
22

Mmutes of Orefon Yearly

Nwberg Quarterly Meeting for annual fund Five
Years Meeting

Total receipts .■
_

. .$2220.68
Expenditures.

Board

$415.00

Yearly Meeting entertainment

fiO 11

Janitor
Statistical Secretary

Balance assessment for opening of Howard street.' "
raving Bond No. 4

Expenses delegates to Five Years Meeting

!

Postage

! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Howard Street improvement
Annual fund Five Years Meeting

oSeS
^^ ^

Balance 6th month 15, 1918
Ti„i
Balance

P ,

sioO

"

f 7?

!!!!! !
!
,

130 fiO
108 50

Quarterly Meeting for overl

Total expenditures

14.00

<fiiA77 to

! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 748!§

Resources.
6th month 15, 1918

. .

62 60

igg m

Friends in America!!!!!!!!!

Printing

7m
12 00
43.35

225 00

Five Years Meeting assessment.

Rnarrf

Meeling af Friaii) Church

76 50

$2220.68

$ 748.29

Liabilities.

Wropriation Evangelistic Board
Balance Howard
Street improvement appropriation$ 400.00
144.40

Total liabilities

« 544.4.0

Net balance resources over liabilities!!!!!!!!!!!!! 203!89
-pe u ly submitted,
Oliver Weesner,
1 reasurer Oregon Yearly Meeting.
,,r .. . .. .
„
Sixth month 17th, 1918.
We, the Auditing Committee,
hereby
certify that we have

^

examined the within report of the Treasurer and find it
correct to the best of our knowledge and belief.

Signed by

Arthur G. Street,

On behalf of Committee.

82. The following report of the Treasurer of the Evan
gelistic and Church Extension Board was read and ac
cepted :
REPORT OF TREASURER OF EVANGELISTIC
BOARD FOR YEAR ENDING JUNE IS, 1918.
Receipts.

Cash on hand at last report
From subscriptions at Yearly Meeting, 1917

$

From old subscriptions

45.10

From special contributions
From Yearly Meeting Treasurer

35.W
415.00

Total

$1014.68
Expenditures

For pastoral work

For carfare, expenses of chairman of Board, tele-

$ 705.00

grams, telephone, etc

For salarj' and expenses of Field Secretary for one ^
month

•

...Qi..

Cash on hand

'

Total

$1014.68

Respectfully submitted,

Marietta Lewis, Treasurer.

Newberg, Ore., 6th month 17th, 1918.
We. the Auditing Committee, hereby certify that we have

examined the within report of the Treasurer of the Evan

gelistic Board and find it to be correct to the best of our
knowledge and belief.

.

.

, j

And we further find that subscriptions and plages to
the amount of $190.50 to the Evangelistic work in 1917 are
still unpaid.
On behalf of committee,

,

Arthur G. Street, Chairman.

83. The resignation of Rebecca W. H. Smith as member

of the Evangelistic and Church Extension Board was Tead
and accepted. The Nominating Committee was instructed

Minata of Oregcn Yearly

to nominate a person to fill the vacancy.
84. Anna B. Miles was excused from further service as

25
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22. No. schools giving special instructions on Missions

representative.

16, Temperance 16, Peace 18.

^ report of the Bible School Superintendent was
-Ki before beingdirected
the minutes.
report be corrected
if
possible
printedthat
in the
On account

regularly, 2.
24. Amount given to Missions, $730.

of Illness in the fami y of the Superintendent, Alberta K.
^rrell \^s apjwinted to assist in correcting the report.
REPORT OF YEARLY M
BIBLE SCHOOL
SLPERINTENDENT FOR OREGON
yearly meeting.

1. No. of members in Yearly Meeting.
No. of Bible Schools, 18.

i No. of classes,
teachers126.
and officers, 182.
4.

including Cradle Roll and Home

6. Average attendance, 1174.

7
„ Elementary Division.
/. No. on Cradle Roll, 186.

Q
'beginners (ages 4 to 5), 177.
10
Yn f
(3&es9,
6,10,
7 and
149.
10. No.
Juniors (ages
11,8),
12),
242.
11 A-' T

Second.ary Division.

12
14. No
No. Seniors (ages 17,18,
(ages 13,
19,20),
14, IS.
273.16), 2S5.
IT
AT •m Adult
A , , Department.
Adult Division.
13. No.
531.
14. Wo. in Home Department, 153.

13. Wo. pupils members of Friends, 1099.

Bible School'^69

church membership from the

Christ^?! ^'^'tools making special effort to lead pupils to
19 No

25. Amount given to county and state work, $59.69.
26. Amount given to denominational work, $714.75.
27. No. schools using Friends Lesson Helps, 9.

Tlie report is as follows:

Departrnlm, ggf

23. No. schools holding teachers' meetings or councils

taking International Lessons, 24.

tic™i CertSS"
'■"'■""a:
Cerdfica^s Tf
Adult classes holding International
21. No. taking teacher training, 21.

As a matter of explanation will say this report is very in

complete, since repiorts were received from only two schools
in Salem Quarterly Meeting and one in Newberg Quarterly

Meeting was left out. Several of the questions were left
unanswered on the various blanks.

Yery truly,
86.

Evangeline Martin,

Yearly Meeting Superintendent.
The needs of the Bible School Board of the Five

Years Meeting were presented by Alberta K. Terrell. The

matter of an appropriation for the Board was referred to
the Finance Committee.

87. Returning minutes were read for Emma F. Coffin, a
minister, of Whittier, Cal., Quarterly Meeting; Herbert L.
Huffman, a minister of Everett, Washington, Monthly Meet

ing ; John Riley, a minister of Entiat, Washington, MoiUhly

Meeting; Jessie E. Miles, a member of Fluntmgton r ar •
Monthly Meeting; Nettie Riley, a minister of Puget Sound,
Washington, Quarterly Meeting. The minutes were ap

proved and the Clerks were directed to sign them.

88. The following report of the Trustees was read and

accepted:

REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES^
We have filed a copy of the minutes of 1917 as the offi

cial record of Oregon Yearly Meeting.

A. R. Mills, President.

89. The Nominating Committee presented the following
report. The persons named were appointed and the. recom
mendations approved.
REPORT OF NOMINATING COMMITTEE.

We the Nominating Committee, make the following nom
inations: Permanent Board, Justin L. Haworth, Emmor
W. Hall, Byron Morris, Retta J. Pemberton, each to serve

for five years. W. E. Terrell, to take the place of Ida J.

MirtuUs cf OregM Yearlp

Commit^e to set forth our position on peace and war,
Louisa P. Round, Levi T. Pennington, J. Sanger Fox.
We also suggest the following persons be authorized to
write

Literature Superintendent—J. Allen Dunbar, Portland,
Ore.

Quarterly Meeting Superintendents;

. greeting and love to the young men of the

2rW Uwis"^"

Newberg—Huldah Kaufman, Newberg, Ore.
Salem—Ethel Cox, Scotts Mills, Ore;

W. Perisho, Rus-

Boise Valley—Mary Morden, 512 N. 10th St., Boise,

We propose as Superintendent of Foreign Missions O.

Idaho.

J Sherman 612 E. Taylor St., Portland, Ore., and ratify
the nominations made by the various Quarterly Meetings.
Boise Valle^Marian Shattuck, Greenleaf, Idaho.
Newberg-Harlan Smith, Newberg, Oregon,
land" "
Gardner, 984 E. Salmon St., Port-

Portland—Mildred Hanson, Portland, Ore.

Peace Superintendent—Louisa P. Rounds, Newberg, Ore.
Representative to Peace Association of Friends in Amer
ica—^Aaron M. Bray, Newberg, Ore.

Quarterly Meeting Superintendents:
Boise Valley—Preston Mijls, Greenleaf, Idaho.
Newberg—Irvin ScOtt, Newberg, Ore.

Salem-Anna B. Miles, 993 Court St. Salem.

rnl®
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Wiley, deceased, to serve for two years.

Portland—S. Alice 'Hanson, 1110 E. Salmon St., Port

P- Elliott, Newberg, Ore.; Flora

Shattuck,
Lydia r
C. r"'^
Gardner, 984 East Salmon
St., Greenleaf,
Portland. Idaho;

land, Ore.
Salem—Hazel Keeler, Salem, Ore.

St^ Salem

Stella Crozer, Newberg, Ore.

Systematic and Proportionate Giving Superintendent-

Quarterly Meeting Superintendents;

Salem—Retta J. Pemberton, Salem, Ore.

Portland—J. Sanger Fox, 92nd St., Portland, Ore.

Teacher Training—Emma M. Hodgin, Newbere Ore

Newberg—Stella Crozer, Newberg, Ore.
Boise Valley—Carrol M. Crewe, Grwnleaf, Idaho.

Literature-Alberta K. Terrell, Newb;rg, Ore'^'
OregoT
P-

Temperance Superintendent—M. Alice Hanson, 1110 E.

Primary Department—Effie Terrell, Newberg, Ore.

Salmon St., Portland, Ore.

Quarterly Meeting Superintendents:
Boise Valley-Mda Hinshaw, Greenleaf, Idaho.
Portland—C. C. Barker, Portland, Ore.
Salem—Bessie R. Shinn, Salem, Ore

Ore.

Quarterly Meeting Superintendents:
Portland—Emmor W.-Hall,-.1115 E^.Taylor St., Portland,

Newberg-Dennis Mills, Springbrook, Ore.

, Boise. Valley^—Mary Wilson^ Greenleaf, ■Idaho.
Newberg—Edith M. Minchin, Dundee, Ore.

Quarterly Meeting Superintendents*

Newberg, Ore,

^Education Superintendent—Emma M. Hodgin, Newberg,

Salem—Robert Miller, Salem, Ore.

Social

PorBand—S. Lewis Hanson, 1110 E. Salmon St., Port

land, Ore.

land, Ore.

Salem—Lyra B. Miles, 993 Court St., Salem. Ore.

Superintendent—Rebecca Pennington,

Quarterly Meeting Superintendents;
Portland—Lydia C. Gardner, 984 E. Salmon St., Port

Boise Valley—Emma Heston, Star, Idaho.
Newberg—Rebecca Pennington, Newberg, Ore.

Service

Newberg—Mabel Frost, Rex, Ore.

■•"IV

Salem—Hattie Thompson, Salem, Ore.
Boise Valley—F. Esther Benedict, Greenleaf, Idaho.

Epistle Committee—Russell W. Lewis, Emma M. Hodgia,

')
I

^
Catherine Dickey, M. Alice Hanson.

Minula of Oregon Yemrif

nington, H. Elmer Pemberton.

Committee to Write to Aged Friends' Children, etc.—

Belle Badley, 984 E. Salmon St., Portland, Or.; Lyra B.
Miles. Lesta Cook, H. Elmer Pemberton^
Custodian of Documents—Isaac Roberts.
Railroad Secretary—B. S. Cook.

Malona C. Hmshaw, Archie Campbell, Effie R. Tampdin, S.
Cammack, J. Sanger Fox.
lo fi 1 the unexpired term of Rebecca W. H. Smith on
Evangelistic Board—Thomas W. Blester.

We recommend that the pastors, upon the receipt of the

minutes consult the directory, and notify the members of
of their appointments in Yearly and
Quarterly Meeting Departments.
Chas. I. Whitlock, Chairman,

Lurana M. Terrbli,. Secretary.

ipJu
statistical
report
from the Superin
tendent of Education was
read and
approved:
YEARLY MEETING EDUCATIONAL REPORT.
i urn er of Friends children between six and twenty-one
years of age
525
NumW in school during the past year
552
umMr m attendance beyond the grammar grade
177
umber graduating from high schools or academies... 30
^umber graduating from colleges
,■
12
Number in college last year.
60
i umber, graduating from professional schools
4

um er of Friends engaged in teaching the past vear.. 54
r..

. , ^

EMMA M. HODGIN, Supt.

Amount of money on hand June 17, 1918

about the usual number of students were, enrolled and school

opened in the remodeled building-the capacity of AVhich'had
been doubled in every respect.
During the year there have been added a number of things

which have been needed for a long time. The women of

Statistical Secretai^'—Aaron M. Bray.
^'-biting Committee—Ernest E. Taylor,

Financial Statement—

29

At the opening of the first semester in the fall of 1917,

Legislation Osnunittee^H. A. Hinshaw, Levi - T. Peti-

on Ti r 11 •

Meeting of FrienJa Charch

the community presented the institution with a piano; a bell
now swings in the belfry, so long empty; an up-to-date
heating plant, a fire-escape, physical apparatus, furniture for
class rooms, current literature oii the library table, additions

to the library and an enlarged faculty have been among the
numerous additions to the equipment and working force.

When the second semester opened it was discovered that

under the capable direction of Miss Anna L. Spaiin, in
structor in the Bible Department, two students were quali

fied to graduate therefrom in April. In order to give them
a diploma commensurate with work done it was deemed ad
visable by the Board of Control, to present a proposition
'to Greenleaf Monthly Meeting, whereby tlie character of the
institution might be changed from an academy to a semi

nary, having two co-ordinate departments, academic and
Biblical, with one head for both and a separate faculty for

each.

.

The change was made and the name of Greenleaf bemi.nary adopted.

' ' A faculty of five teachers, three for the academic and two
for the Biblical departments, is the contemplated teaching
force, though such a faculty at the present time has not been

secured owing to the great scarcity of teachers.

About $4000 has been spent on the institution during the

past year by the Monthly Meeting.

W. E. DAY, President.

92. The following report of Pacific College Corporation
was read and accepted:

.$10 50

REPORT OF PACIFIC COLLEGE CORPORATION.

o,
„ • reportEMMA
M. HODGIN,
Supt.was
M. Tu
Ihc .following
of Greenleaf
Seminary

.The annual meeting was held 6th month 14th, 1918.
. The reports of the president of the college and the treas

read:

REPORT OF GREENLEAF SEMINARY.

. The past 3'ear has witnessed many changes in the institu
tion formerly loiown as Greenleaf Academy.

urer were presented and directed to the Yearly Mwting.
Acting upon the recommendation of the Alumni Associa
tion, Hervey M. Hoskins and Elma Paulsen were made mem
bers of the corporation.

-^T
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94. Levi T. Pennington presented his seventh annual re
port as president of Pacific College, as follows:

E. H. Woodward, H. A. Hinshaw, A. C. Stanbrough, W.
.E.-Crozer and-C. F.-Hoskins were re-elected ntembers of the

Board; each for a term of three years.
E. H. WOODWARD,
President.

EVANGELINE MARTIN,
Secretary.

93. The following report of the treasurer of Pacific
College was read and accepted:
•■*omT OP naunms o* rxcxna couanm ■
T«u aaaimy XWM Utb, »1«
RECEIPTS

l^lahce at last report....
TulWona
V.
Intereet on Endowment notes.!i..I
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liabilities

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT OF PA
CIFIC COLLEGE FOR YEAR 1917-18.

It is with an earnest sense of gratitude that this report is
presented, the seventh annual report of the present president
of Pacific College.

In the midst of difficulties that have

been in a measure common to all educational institutions,

and of others that have been peculiar because of the relation
of Pacific College to the Friends church and its principles
and spirit, the blessing of God has been upon the college
and its work in large measure, for which every friend of the
college should be grateful.
The war has been, with us as with all other American colleiges, the most powerful outside influence, touching directly
or indirectly every phase of college life and activity. The
attendance has been affected, a large proportion of our for
mer students have gone into some form of war work, the
regular and extra-curriculum work of the students have felt

5 049 5?
t2S,71t.5T

endowment RHSOURCES
Cash on hand

•

NaVi jatok!
Mortga^ notes. Inoludlne stocks and 'bonds!!!" !'.! I

But Pacific College has not been so seriously affected
as have many of the other colleges. While we have felt
keenly the loss of many whom we could ill spare—at the
close of the year there was not one upper-class man left in
college—the total enrollment for the year lacks only eight
of being as great as last year, which was the best year since
the establishment of the four-year high school in Newberg,
while some of the colleges of the Pacific Northwest have

suffered a loss of half of their students or in some cases

ifSf,Si'ioS??*.'?f.!t!®
Salaries
unpaid
i i!!!!!! i [ i *! i

Real ostote

"■(

its influence, and financially the college has felt the effects
of the war very keenly.

OISBURSBM^TS

Miscellaneous expense . I! I"i'"!

31

I!

gijg g«

i,ioo:»«
Itlsttiss

ISISSS.OO
1114.452.89

Respectfully submittod,
W. El. CROEEIB, Treasurer.

perhaps even more.

It is a source of gratification that so large a percentage

of those who have left the college have gone into service
that is an expression of love and good-will. Some, with
conviction that they are following their paths of duty, have
gone into the military service of their country, and for fidel
ity to duty we can have only praise. But most of those who
have gone into direct war activities have gone into the
Friends Reconstruction Work, and Pacific College now has
12 former students, graduates and faculty members as her

Aflnutes of Oregon Yeerl}^
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representatives in this work in France, with a nuinber of

others already accepted and daily expecting- their call to
leave for this service. Still more have volunteered, and

while not yet accepted, doubtless will be at an early date,
and will soon be doing the work of love and good will
across the Atlantic. And the college does not lack those
who, unable as yet to secure permission to enter this -work,
and unable without violating conscience to take part in mili

tary service, are facing the situation that loyalty to con
science has forced upon them. We rejoice that there seems
a prospect that all such, when their fidelity to principle has

A/eeling of Friends Church

pie, but they have measured up to these added responsibili
ties very well. Good work has been done in the Christian
Associations, the work in Bible and mission study and the
deputation work being given more than usual prominence

this year. In oratory and debate the college has been cred
itably represented, our debaters, Harold Lee and Ezra Hinshaw, winning the only intercollegiate debate held, by a
unanimous decision. The work in extemporaneous speaking
has been kept up, Irene Hodgin winning the Old Pulpit Con
test this year. Athletic work has been carried on success

fully, the college being represented by teams in basket ball,

been proved, are to be given a chance to serve humanity

baseball and tennis. For the first time in the history of the

without the violation of conscience.
Regul.^r Work of the Ye.\r.

pation in intercollegiate athletics.

The war has produced in the student body a spirit differrat decidedly from that of nonual times. The regular work
has been carried on, not "as usual," but with a deeper sense
of responsibility, a greater earnestness, a more vital desire
students to prepare as rapidly as possible

fcr the duties of the future. With some exceptions notable
liecause few, the work of the college from the standpoint of

probably
^stthe
within
recent
years.
1 hroughu entrance
intobeen
war the
service
senior
college
class

has been so depleted that but three were granted their de-

grees. Christine Hollingsworth received the degree of
bachelor of Arts, Lloyd W. Edwards that of Bachelor of

bcience, and Mildred O. Benson received both degrees and
the class honors.

Five stu(^nts received diplomas from the Shorthand de^rtoent. Tvvo completed the work of the academy, Blanche
E. Carlisle winning the Pacific College scholarship. Two
stud^ts were awarded the United States Food Administra
tion Certificates for courses in the Home Economics Depart
ment in accordance with the work outlined by the Food Ad
ministration.

college, athletic letters were awarded to women for partici
Extension Lectures.

During the year that has passed, the college again main
tained a series of free extension lectures by members of the

faculty. While these were not so well attended as their ex
cellence would justify, they were decidedly pleasant and Prof
itable to those who did attend, and a similar series is planned
for next year.

Next Ye.\r's F.acultv.

It is a matter of satisfaction that the excellent faculty of

the year just closed is to remain but little altered mr the en
suing year. Miss Bertha McCraken, who has been lea
of the departments of Home Economics and Biolog>', has
been granted a year's leave of absence. The work ot the

Home Economics department will be in charge of Miss

Addie E. Wright for the coming year, while Trof. Flc^d W.
Perisho will take the work in Biolog}'. Miss Mary Eunice

Lewis, who has been on leave of absence at the University

of California completing her work for the Mas^r s degre^
is to be back at the head of the departments of German and
Greek. Further than these there are to be no changes in
the faculty for the coming year.

Extra-Curriculum Activities.

As usual the extra-curriculum activities have had a large
place in college life, though war conditions have made it
difficult to maintain them on the usual basis. The dearth of

students in the upper classes, especially among the young
men, has thrown greater resfionsibilities upon younger peo-

Plans for the Future.

No college, in a section of country such as ours, and un
der the circumstances that surround the educational work
of the Pacific Northwest, can expect to maintain its position

by merely maintaining its present standards. Pacific College

3^
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Mcding of Friends Chufeh

must advance, and advance greatly and rapidly, if it is not
to suffer severe and rapid retrogression.

world when the present war is over and the race faces the

problem of rebuilding a devastated world—a world laia

It is with genuine gratitude, not only to God but to the

waste industrially, financially, socially, morally, spintua >•
The world, gone astray, must be led back to the right way,
and the problem of leadership is the problem of the pres
ent and the early future. The world must have a broaa
leadership, a capable leadership, a trained leadership,

friends of the college who have been able, under His bless

ing, to bring it about, that we contemplate the advancement
of the past years. It is felt that never before has the col

lege been so well fitted as today to do its work, from the
standpoint of equipment, faculty, public confidence and finan

Christian leadership.

cial resomces. During the year just past, through loyalty

,,u t

So keenly is this need for future leaders realized that our

and sacrifices of the Woman's Auxiliary to the college, the
science work of the institution has been put in a better con
dition than ever before. The science department has been

national and state officials are urging our young j^opie to
go on with their preparation for a larger future lite un
'actually called into government service.

r^oved to the first floor of the old college building, and the,
effectiveness of the laboratories has been increased by not
less than 50%. Additions have been made to the productive
funds of the college. Some thousands of dollars have been
raised outside of Oregon Yearly Meeting for the regular ex

no argument needed that the place for a
man or woman is in-a Christian school, and that
for a voting Friend is in a Friends' school. There
of Oregon Yearly Meeting's young people who

, -f
J*
^

in Pacific College who are out of school entirely
Christian and Quaker, ideals cannot be and ^

penses. At commencement time a substantial gift of real
estate from one of the alumni was promised.

in otber schools. The difference between a sc i

But very much greater things must be done if the college
|.oun ry. Realizing this, the board of managers have had
p ans prepared for the future development of the institution,
up to the point of the so-called Efficient College, with a stu-

sized, and a Friends school, may mean the di£f

s to maintain or advance its influence in this section of the

tween a Quaker young -man losing his life in

stroy life'Tand investing his life, m such

jg.

cannot

be lost though he should die in it, m the
fhrist could
the work of love and good will, the work that Christ

^ faculty
50 and equipment
for thoroug ly°effiaent work
for anofinstitution
of this size.
The

hope .hat.he parents and ^e

plans have been so prepared that all of the present building

pie, especially of Oregon Yearly Meeting,

equipment can be used to the limit of its usefulness, and at
all tunes the plant can be a complete one while moving
ultimate goal of the Efficient College.

the yotmg people who ought to be m Pa _

y ^ ,jg

g;

^.jjg
earnest

coming year are students with us, and with he eames
prayer that Pacific College may

The first great step in advance of the present toward this
goal IS planned as a campaign for $250,000 of new funds,

year

and humanity and God as it ought during t

in piishing which the college would already have been en

we face the future hopefully.

RespectMy snbmUtei^^^ ^ pE,NmGTO», President

gaged had it not been for the present war. As soon as con

ditions will warrant it, this campaign will be started.

95. Levi T. Pennington gave a hrief address on t e con-

Facing the Future.

ditions and needs of Pacific College.

The present world situation calls to every man and woman
to consider seriously and earnestly the question of personal

,9 p M

96. The meeting adjourned to meet at z; r. •

Second Day, 2:00 P. M.

duty. Great problems are facing the world today. Every

97. The meeting convened according-to adjournmen.

man should make whatever contribution he can make to

After a few moments of silent devotion, Herbert L. Hurt

their solution. But greater problems still will confront the

man led in prayer.

,.1
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note with pleasure and appreciation the pres
ence of five menibers of the Mennonites.

99. Louisa P. Round was directed to convey to S. Alice
Meeting.
100. ITu
The following report the
of Yearly
the Superintendent
of

lemperance was read ^d accepted:
TEMPERANCE REPORT.

Owing to illness I have been able to do nothing the past
Iww
° the fohowingf reports
Quarterly
Meetings, from
which I received
*
No. pages temperance literature—
Newberg Quarterly Meeting....
jgg
Salem Quarterly Meeting
0
Portland Quarterly Meeting
Mq reoort

Totlr^^^^ Quarterly Meeting

0

No. temperance lectures

Newbe^
Quarterly
Meeting
^lem
Quarterly
Meeting

.

Boise Valley Quarterly Meeting

qn

0

Portlaml Quarterly Meeting

.No report

No. temperance sennons—

'"

Newberg Quarterly Meeting
Salem Quarterly Meeting .!

1
!!!!! '''"' 0

Meeting
Boise Valley Quarterly
Meeting

No report
H
''
'

No. temperance programs—

Balance on hand

•

sufferers.

It is very much easier to describe in a general way the
work of this committee the past year than to put into ac

curate figures the results of the work Friends of Oregon
Yearly Meeting have done for the relief of the suffering inci
dent to the war.

The committee has held but few meetings, and at no

meeting have all the members been able to be pr^ent.

Much correspondence has been done, however, and O. JSherman was relieved of the chairmanship of the committee

and Levi T. Pennington was made his successor because
of the better facilities of the latter to care for this corre
spondence.

, s-a

^

The work of the committee has had several different as

pects, which may be briefly mentioned.

.

First, assisting the young men who have faced, are f^mg

or must later face the question of their duty in the hght oi

the present national and world situation. Patriotism, altru
ism, love of home, tendency to go as most of
who constitute one's world, love of the truth that as
committed to Friends on the subject of war, and to ® .

who is Truth—these and many other motives and emotions

have made the position of the young Friend, especia y
draft age, by no means an easy one. When we rea ize
demands that the military authorities are making upo

No reoort

serve that country and the cause of humanity; and when we
know what the young Friend has to face who is a en

3 16

to the military camp, and, surrounded by a world, even'
motive and tendency of which is toward war, attempts to
uphold his conscientious views, we can understand in a

i

'

REPORT OF COMMITTEE FOR RELIEF OF WAR

the country; and when we think what it must mean to a reablooded young man who loves his country and desires to

balem Quarterly Meeting

Boise Valley Quarteriy Meeting.
Iiinancial report—
Received from former Superintendent

• ed to make the proper nominations.

0

Newberg Quarterly Meeting
Portland Quarterly Meeting...
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^0
$3.16

S. Alice Hanson,

T,, n
. ..
. Temperance Superintendent.
To
Oregon Yearly
Meeting:
following report of the Committee for Relief
of war Sufferers was read and accepted. The recommenda

tions were approved and the Nominating Committee direct-

small measure the need that some one seek

,

young men who must face this^eat problem of the hriends

church in this day of her testing. ■

Several of our young men have had to face this problem
in military carrips, and \ye have sought to aid thern m ^cur
ing the privileges gfranted them by the law and the administration of the law, and for the most part there has been

^
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little to complain of in their treatment. We have sought

to encourage them in seeking to obtain the privilege of serving their country and humanity in ways that would not vio
late their consciences.

The committee is seeking to prepare the young men for

this ordeal before it comes, as well as to assist them when it

comes. We have encouraged local meetings and their workclear to the young men especially the position
o hriends, and our duties, responsibilities and privileges in
e present crisis. Pastors and other workers have been

work

commendably earnest and efficient in this
sought also to secure an attitude on the part of
negative resistance to an effort to

but

and helniy,?
ties that
j

contrary to Friends views,

to the principles of love and good will
shall make it very clear to the authori-

from th,.

serve

to secure for ourselves escape

.

of the present world crisis, but to

that shall

ability, along lines

sX^faclr

garded esn ■ u^^t. .

't- It IS a source of

i^^'th which our work is re-

Meeting of Friends Church

t9

measure of success. But the support of the work must greatly
increase if we are to measure up to our responsibilities in
the present crisis..
While it has been the effort of the committee to center

our support in the work of the American Friends Service
Committee, since this is our own particular task, which no
body else will do, or can, yet Friends have given
some cases given largely, to other causes that are in the line
of relief of war sufferings and war conditions. The Army

Y. M. C. A. and the Y. W. C. A. work have had liberal su^
port in some of our meetings. Rspecially is this true of the
Y. M. C. A. work in connection with the college, for the

Student Friendship Fund, half of which was for use in

prison camps, both of the central powers and of the allies,
the college was asked to raise $125, and it raised nearly or
quite $400. The Armenian-Syrian Relief campaign touna
liberal supixirt among us, in one place the Friends giving as
much from a resident membership of 300 as all the rest

the town of 3000 gave. And though our Reconstruction
Work is an integral part of the Red Cross work, approve

by our government and that of France, many of our mem
bers have given liberally to the regular Red Cross fun s.
The total contributions to war relief it has been

toe^"toonties,
autho^ffiec both civil and military.
are in the higher ranks of

to learn. And reports of funds sent to the American

Friends'^pr

the reports close, that it has seemed best to take the gu
as given bv that committee, for contributions receive y
them up to May 25. These reports show the following total

secure volunteers for the American

sil the vne.

the best ways to as-

his coiitrtrv ? "'u"
problems of his relation to
Oreo-on vJari hum^ity, to his church and to his ^d.
fnr thi'c
• ^eeting now has in France or on the way
cented and'T^.'^'^-v
young men, with four others ac-

volunteered hut'i'"^ ^

Om^ L
funds forThl

been finally accepted,
'toe of work has been the raising of

tSed dSrfc r?
e^iw meeHno- .if'""'"-

everv tnemw'

passports and ten more who have

"-^construction in the devas^he effort to secure in

organization of a service committee, an

larJJaas possible, and a living
funds,
monthly
as
large
interest
in thecontributions,
work that shall
m e our support of it grow witli the constantly growing
need. In these efforts, thanks to the interest and earnestness
in most of the meetings, we have had, we feel, a very fair

Service Committee have been so indefinite as to

contributions up to the date mentioned ; Newberg Quarterly
Meeting, $1040.47: Salem Quarterly Meeting, $3^.40,

Boise Valley Quarterly Meeting, $1197.53; ^rtl^d Qn^i-"
terly MeetingT $302.27; other gifts, $400.00 Total for
Yearly Meeting, $3329.70. It is the desire and tlie hope of
the committee that ne.xt year's report may come
proper channels and be much more- complete, up- o a e
and accurate.

We have sought, so far as possible, to cooperate in other
activities of the war-time. Both in food production and in
food conservation we have sought to do our fvill share and

to encourage that attitude among all Friends. The heart of
our purpose in this is not that war may be carried on, but

^
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that the hungry world may be fed. We are confident that
while food remains the soldier will have his rations, and on

meetings, his lectures and views of the work in France have

been greatly appreciated, and not the least of his service has

this point we have no complaint. But we feel that every
additional bit of food product that can be produced or saved
will add that much to the food supply for the starving world.

been his counsel with the young people of the yearly meet

ing, and the older ones who are seeking to assist the young
Friends toward the right attitude toward the present situa

Another line of work that may later be ours is that of social

tion.
■ • ■ t
One of our meetings was also favored by the visit ot
Robert Tatlock, whose work in France. Servia, Russia and

service in connection with the conditions growing out of the
war, especially among enemy aliens. We have sought to
cooperate with movements for the bettering of moral and
sanitary conditions for our soldiers and sailors, and in other

otherwhere gives him a message that was very helpful,
not only to the meeting but to the college, where he also

ways to improve evil conditoins in society that the war has
produced.

V

But the third great aspect of our work thus far is that of

providing clothing for the needy peoples of war stricken

■i '

$166 45

Portland Quarterly MeetingNo. of clubs
No. of garments made.

K.',

799

103.

302

Amount of money expended

"

Boise Valley Quarterly MeetingNo. of clubs

34 00

2

•d'f
' f(

'.!.'!!!

. to President Wilson, Food Admiuistrator Hoover, senator

• Chamberlain and McNary, and Representatives Hawlev md

McArthur. asking for the immediate prohibition ot tne

^

No.of clubs

No. of garments made

Short talks on the immediate prohibition ot tne

liquor traffic w-ere given by Ernest E. Taylor and J.
Fox. Levi T. Pennington, Ernest E. Taylor and Aaro
M. Bray were appointed to prepare, a telegram to be sen

3

!!!..!.!!.

Respectfully submitted on behalf of the comniittee,

102. The Clerk was directed to send to Herbert C. Hoo
ver a letter of greeting and appreciation of his work.

162.78

Salem Quarterly Meeting
No. of clubs

Service Committee.

Levi T. Pennington, Chainnm.

4

Amount of money expended
No. of garments made

•Meeting's committee. We recommend that the name m the
committee be changed to The Yearly Meeting Sen'ice Com
mittee, to conform to the name of The American Fnen s

H

Amount of money expended

j

erly articulating organization. We recommend that the
Yearly Meeting appoint a Superintendent of this worn for
the Yearly Meeting, a Superintendent fo reach of the Quar
terly Meetings, and that these • five constitute the \ ^ariy

1297

[

„

accurate reports to the Yearly Meeting is the lack of pro^

work for the year just closed is as follows:
report of sewing clubs.
Newberg Quarterly Meeting—
No. of clubs
5

No. of woolen quilts.

of which most of us were relatively ignorant.

One of the chief difficulties in the way of getting full and

lands, i his work has been under the able supervision of
Marguerite P. Elliott, and her report of this branch of the

No. of garments made

spoke. It gave additional light on our work in Russia,

2398

The report of the Superintendent of Literature was

presented and approved as follows:

No. of woolen quilts
~ 13
Amount of money expended
$363.23
_ Oregon Yearly Meeting has been greatly favored by the

LITERATURE REPORT.
Tracts distributed

Pages of other literature distributed

visit of Paul^ J. Pumas, field secretary of the American
Friends Service Committee. He has visited many of the

Papers distributed

Number of libraries

m

815

8

43

Afeeitng of Friends Church
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Number of books in same.
Books added during the year

629
14

Books loaned
Friends' papers taken
Other religious papers taken

37
250
161

Scotts Mills reports the giving of one Bible," two 'festa-

SS?'

ton, Emma J. Heston, Annis J. Brady, E. G. Pearson, Edna
Everest and R. Ethol George were excused from further
service as representatives.
ht c- t-B
108. The meeting adjourned to meet at 10 A. M. oixtn
Month 18th.

Third Day, 10:00 A, M.

109. The meeting opened at 10:00 A. M. with ^ hnef
period of devotion, during which the presiding Clerk lea

Portland held a profitable meeting in the interest of liter^ure with an address by J. Allen Dunbar.
_ Boise reports the home libraries well supplied with relig

in prayer.

ious and educational literature.

To the Yearly Meeting, Sixth Month, 18, 191^

^ number
of Testaments for the soldiers,
out the number was
not reported
Respectfully submitted,
.y.
.
Rebecca W. H. Smith,
ini; mi ? 1,-^
Superintendent of Literature.
report of the representatives %vas
proposition was endorsed and the Nominating

the Evangelistic Board decided to recommend to the Yeany

ee directed to make the necessary nominations:
OF REPRESENTATIVES.

,

Meeting that the Home Mission Committee be known as the

Social Service Committee in the Yearly Meeting^and al

subordinate meetings, until such time as the
the Five Years Meeting make plain the duties of
Misson Board.

By direction of the Board.

Marietta Lewis, Secretary.

111. The Nominating Committee presented

named Friends to serve as Yearly Meeting

Oreffon Year

named were appointed.

Meeting by the Executive Commitooncerning the work of

terl/ MeIt£^nr',"^
sented
appreciate the spirit in which it is pre-

looking toward the amicable settlement of

alreadv uh '"^oh'sd. and the conservation of the results
tercnm^c!!f®;
appointment of a commitMeetincr^i
judicious person from each Quarterly
Kon Yearr
with the Evangelistic Board of
of chiirrh 7 Meeting m outlining and adopting a policy

^ard of

co-operation with the"^ Evangelistk

the work of
Meeting in the administration of
ir^i A communicahon
the state
Washington.
fromofBoise
Valley Quarterly
? regarding treatment of conscientious objectors in

Servfce Cmnnfitte

referred to the Yearly Meeting

107. Arthur G. Street, Gertrude M. Street, L. W. Hes-

„„i

After a full discussion of the Home Mission Department

presented^o'lh/v^ unanimously concur in the suggestion

tee of the K'

t-

110. The following recommendation from the livangeiistic Board was read, and approved by the meeting:

Meeting" Superintendents of Social Service.
,, •

~ pj.jg„jg

c ..«.:v.tpndpnt

Rebecca Pennington, Yearly Meetmg Supennten
F. Esther Benedict, Boise Valley \ear y Meeting.
Malona C. Hinshaw, Portland Quarterly Meetmg.
Hattie Thompson, Salem Quarterly Meetmg.

•

Martha Rood, Newberg Quarterly Meeting.

112. The following report on devotional meeting

""ThrlS"igSc and Church

^

all devotiona? meetings held. We are
for al help
received in these meetings, and acknowledge the bles^ng
of God upon them, yet we feel there has not been as mucn
accomplished as we should have liked to see.
By direction of the Board.

Cpcrpi-arv

Marietta Lewis, secretary.

113. The following report of the organization of t e

Evangelistic and Church Extension Board was read.

^
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Chairman—Fred E. Carter, Newberg, Ore

Field SKretary—J. Sanger Fox, 6228 92nd St. S. E.,

Portland, Ore,

^Vice-chairman—Chester A. Hadley, R. F. D. 4, Salem,
Secretary-Treasurer Marietta Lewis, Springbrook, Ore.
Executive Committee-Officers of the Board and Quar

Treasurer Church Building Fund—T. Sanger Fox
terly Meeting Superintendents.

•mating

followingThe
report
was received from
NomCommittee.
recommendation
was the
approved,
Meetino-"°"^'"^
appointments by the Yearly

report OF NOMINATING COMMITTEE.

Va^ev OmrtP°rT'

ffie FvS^trf^^

Committee, recommend that Boise
granted one more member on

mLw
t.? '^''1
Board, based on
membership,
and that person beExtension
A. G. Street.
following persons on the Entertain-

W ^ntTr%T

Seaman J. Madsen, Anna

yfarlv m'
Elma Paulsen.
ton, SuperintenlTent
Committee-Levi T. PenningElHo"tt"salem^H^ rf Superintendents—Newberg, Milo P.
Superintendent of the Sewing: Deoart-

Yearly MfSg^Commit^te;.^"'^

^

Charles I. Whitlock, Chairman.

11<; TL AT
loTvino- TT^r

• Corana M. Terrell, Secretary.
Committee recommended the fol-

rStef referred ?
Executive r

Evangelistic Board in the

'^°'"™unication received from the

Meeting of FrienJs Church

117. The Epistle Committee presented the following rereport OF EPISTLE COMMITTEE.

We, your Epistle Committee, have completed the woA

assigned to us. We have prepared a summary of the e^s
ties from the American Yearly Meetinp, and have^pr
oared the general epistle in reply. We have also

^istles to be directed to London and Dublin Yearly Mee '"Respectfully submitted by the
118 .\ summary of the epistles from the Amen^n
Yearly Meetings was read and will
119 An epistle to the American \early Meetings

Jd apprlXand the clerks »ere directed to stga and
forward it to

American Yearly Meet^

120. An epistle from Dublin Yearly JVieeiii g

and will be found in tl^

. Meeting was presented,

121. An epistle to Dublin Yearly Meeti g

approved, and the clerks directed to sign

^ ,j

^

'

122 The London Yearly Meeting epistle not being

ceiveci, the meeting directed ^hatjt
utes if received in time. An epi

ing was presented, approved, and tne eierKs
and forward it.

directed to sign

Henesee Yearly Meeting

js^iad\rrxnLrc,aotv,et

"T24 The following nominates and recommendations
from the representatives were adoge^^

b/"the
Trpasurcrs in the ususl mflnnef*

Ethol George and Jesse

REPORT OF REPRESENTATI\ ES.
To Oregon Yearly Meeting;
Meeting Treas-

n<?t having
properly
ok, the Home of
Mission
Committee
wasdefined
unablethe
to field
pre

""^The Finance Committee makes the following recommen

I

EdwTrds The '

of the Five Years Meeting: R. M.

niimed were appointed.
uominations were approved and the f
persons
named
^
sent a report.

Oliver Weesner is proposed for Yearly ivieeimg

dations for appropriations, which we approve;

47
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pokn^mffffotows
Paving bond

y»f "if «P-

:::::::.

*S2"'

Five Years Meeting Dd'egate;!
Five Years Meeting....

* * 2,000.00

i

^S

Sol®.

mm

Entertainment Committee
Statistical Secretary

,
IW.OO

Sunday School Board of f" Y" M
Bible School Board
'
Educational Board

50.00

Literature

5.00

Peace

5.00

ISZjL""'
Home Missions

Giiin^;!!!!!!!;;!; |:g
5.00
5.00

Total

Boise Valley
Portland
In the matter of'As'so^;Vf^\VV 'i.
careful consideration ttiof

22%
27%
we recommend after

•omake
theevery
dfscrSS™
possible efforf *■

«\=S«
IMt be left
that our meetings

into fell SS'h'i

AinuTe'
""Matter S Mr.="m

oI Five Veats Meeting
Five Years Meeting min-

°'Ma.t^rrS?n".c"Ktg. 186 of Five Years Meeting
minutes. Recommend

Crozer. Secretary.

126. The meeting adjourned, to

^ F- ^I-

127 The meeth^''^foS^ned'according to adjournment.

Homer L. Cox led in vocal prayer

128

The following summary of the repon

of the Society was read ^"<1 approved;

report on the state of

125. The irenrpcpnt.,*-

Stella Crozer, Secretary,

following report,

OF representatives

Friends:

posed by the Five YeTrf^MTe/-'^^ Uniform Discipline prorecommendations:

make the following

Matter in Minute 31, page 18 of Five Years Meetin-

minutes. Recommend approval.

-rears ivieetmg

y

All the meetings reported a
^ » alive to the
the members, with regret that some ^^re

^^ere is
g attendance upon

expressed a need for punctuality
monthly business
the mid-week prayer meetings and the mont y
meetings.
reoorted about half of
Two of the Quarterly

another that sev-

the membership faithful in

-i worship: the other,

eral of the members
f^/to and the loss susthat the family altar is often alluded to and
tained by not using this means o g

which was approved and adopted

In S TrtS

Matter in Minute 98, page 101 of Five
^eet.^
recommend ha^^^ g
clause put in the "regulations continued on page o

minutes. Recommend approval.

privileges and '"^sponsibilUies o
The attendance on Sabbath semces

n'wC."!!
Salem

T o
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'

and the

The conduct of our members toward

world is good yet if

"ence upon those outside

to our spiritual growth and our inhuence ui
of the church.

r • ur i

Pastors have been faithful in

r^rpachine the Gospel.

^

The messages have been well adapted to i

people.

Many of our young P^PPJ®

est in the Church, BiWe

.

needs of the

X i,.n more active inter-

an

Christian Endeavor,

in Christian service

Several members have
^^
in city missions,
outside their congregations, -such as worx m y
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jail and rural districts.

France!'

reconstruction work in

worattavX'TeJw S'"! ■"needy«lief
work. The
in Belgium and

France.

Cnre

been e^^

factory report •

to the needy at home,

ommittee gave the following satis-

To O

4?

which were to guests of the Yearly Meeting.
We furnished 950 meals, 450 of which were to guests of
the Yearly Meeting.
On behalf of committee,
Tnos. W. Hester, Chairman.

133. The Representatives made the following additional
recommendation, which was approved:
SUPPLEMENT

TO

REPORT
TIVES.

OF

REPRESENTA

We recommend that 800 copies of the minutes be printed

toryiport:
We hav^^u^^^ei^^ PRESS COMMITTEE,
daily reports toThe^Portland
assigned to us. sending

and Journal, and to the Orpo-

Evening Telegram

nal of Saleni. We hav?/i

and Capital Jour-

press so far as desired
^
local
Re.spectfuily submitted.
131 The Caretakers nf;"J P^nnington'. Chairman,
port:
■ "^ade the following satisfactory re-

The CaretaSr?rS CARETAKERS.
of the Yearly Meetinir in '<%
contributed to

sisting in caring for the chiWren"^'
fonery, and ddng the «sual u^V •

mittee.

Meeting of FrienJa Church

^

^

the good
the mails, as-

"ork incumbent on this corn-

Lord." ncleavored to do <^r work "heartily as unto the
^J3Z
The E„.eeh,i« CorhSe

to be distributed as follows:
Portland

160

Boise Valley

200

Salem

... .150

Newberg
290
134. Various letters, telegrams and communications
which Friends had been directed to prepare were read and
approved.

135. The report of the Associated Executive Committee
of Friends on Indian Affairs, was received and distributed.

136.

The Statement of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting on

the peace principles of Friends was approved and adopted
by our meeting and directed to be printed in the appendix.
137. Copies of letters to aged Friends and the boys and
girls, were read and approved and the committee in charge
was directed to forward them to the proper persons.

138. A copy of a letter to non-resident Friends was read

and approved, and the Statistical Secretary directed to at

tend to the printing and distribution of these.
139. We gratefully acknowledge the presence and ser
vice of Robert E. Pretlow, Charles E. Tebbetts and Paul J.
Furnas during much of the Yearly Meeting.

140. The Meeting Expressed its appreciation of the use

of the German Methodist Church, and directed Fred E. Car

ter to onvey to the pastor of the German Methodist Church
words expressing our appreciation.

141. The meeting directed in the preparation of next
year's program that Fourth day, Sixth month 11, 8 P. M.,

ave umished 262 lodging accommodations, 228 of

be designated as a meeting for prayer.

142.

The presiding Clerk read a letter of greeting and

appreciation, addressed to President Woodrow Wilson,

50
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task.

which was approved.

While it is not for us to say what move the Friends of
the Five Years Meeting and of Oregon Yearly Meeting in
particular shall make along missionary lines in this hour
when men's motives and loyalty are being tried and their
true quality made known, it is our plain duty to try to kt
you see Friends' foreign fields and understand the issues we

143. The meeting recommended that Newberg have its
Bible School on the Sabbath of Yearly Meeting at its regu
lar hour, and that the meeting for worship on that day be
held at 11 A. M.

144. Acknowledging the mercies and blessings of our
Heavenly Father, with devout thankfulness for the pres

ence and leading of the Holy Spirit during the various sit
tings of the meeting, and praying for His continued lead
ing, the meeting adjourned to meet, the Lord permitting,
in Newberg, Oregon, Sixth month 12th, 1919.
REPORT OF THE AMERICAN FRIENDS BOARD

OF FOREIGN MISSIONS TO THE OREGON
YEARLY MEETING OF THE RELIGIOUS
SOCIETY OF FRIENDS.

Richmond, Indiana,
Fifth Month 30, 1918.
Dear Friends;

(^nditions wliich in ordinary times might be counted
satisfactory, today must be viewed with heart-searching con

cern. Such achievements as the organization, training and
equipment of the already vast American army, the raising
of hundreds of millions of dollars by voluntary offering for
war relief and other benevolent objects, the willingness with
which the entire nation turns aside from its habitual course

of waste and self-gratification, lead us to ask what might be
accomplished toward making the peaceful Gospel of Christ
known and followed the world around if the tragic need of
non-Christian peoples were only appreciated and if the peo
ple within the church would only unite as heartily in this en
terprise as our fellow citizens have in these others which we

see going forward with such power.

For years past, we have annually brought you our report
casually describing the work of our mission fields and ex

pressing the worthy hope that you might lend increasing aid
toward the accomplishment of our all too meager program
of missionary work during the year ahead. Frankly, now,
we must confess that it seems to us the time has come for a

different kind of report and for a decided change in the at
titude of the entire church toward her foreign missionary

VM 1
,■ *'.li

/

are facing there.

Behold, first, Cuba, bound so closely to our own nation

by political and commercial ties that America virtually owns

her. What are to be our future relations to all of Central

and South America? They will be characterized by either

suspicion, enmity and hatred or by trust, cooperation and

friendship. Which it shall be depends very largely
how we now treat Cuba. Americans are profiting richly
from their Cuban investments.

If we stop with this, we

need not expect the trust or friendship either of Cuba or of

the countries to the south. It is as America shows herself

interested in Cuba, and also in Mexico, for their own s^es

that the suspicion of Latin America will be disarmed. Chnstian Missions today offer the conspicuous opportunity for

giving these countries our best gifts and thus showing our
selves to be their friends.

No evangelical Christian agency except the Society of

Friends is doing any work in a district twenty rniles y
thirty-five lying along the north shore of Cuba between

the cities of Havana and Matanzas. Except for what we

do, the towns and villages of tliis populous area will know

nothing of the pure Gospel of Christ. Again, in Onente

in the east, the largest province in Cuba, where are found
one-third of all the people in the island, practically the
whole of the northern half of the province has been left

to the Society of Friends. Baptists, Methodists, Presby
terians are working elsewhere. Northern Oriente they con
ceive to be our field, and it rests with us to serve our

try and our Lord by establishing churches and schools
through which we can offer Cuba our best gift. In these

two fields are some of the greatest industrial centers m

Cuba. The people of these busy centers, except for what

we do, will know America only through the feverish activity
of our countrymen who are there promoting the sugar.
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liquor and agricultural industries. Not often does a greater

need nor an opportunity of greater international signifi
cance come to any people than is presented to the Friends
in America by present-day Cuba.
In Me.xico, Friends face a similar opportunity. We have
our own distinctive field. Mexico, like Cuba, stands in a.

position before America strategic for future relationships
between our own country and the whole South American
Continent. The doors are by no means closed before mis

sionaries in Mexico. To be sure, the foreign missionary is
forbidden to TOntinue certain lines of preaching and teaching open to him in the past. But the door is wide open for
him to conduct higher schools—normal, academic or Indus

trial institutions—wliich Mexico needs preeminently today.
With more settled political conditions has come a demand
for industrial training which Friends should not hesitate to
supply. Nothing will more surely strengthen the church

in Mexico or more effectively show Mexico what Christian
ity means in everyday life than Christian schools for young
men and women where useful occupations are taught and

instruction given in the principles and practice of Christianity.

!
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After consultation with the missionaries, plans were outlined
and recommendations made looking toward the develop

ment in Jamaica of a self-directing, self-sustaining church
and toward gathering into the Christian fold the multitudes
who now know Christ only in name. These plans have re
ceived our approval and are now being put into operation.

At all costs and without delay, Jamaica's tragic need must be
met so far as it lies within our power to do it.

No other word than strategic will better describe the sit
uation of the Friends Africa Mission. Not only are we

working in a district where the people are degraded and
benighted, living in the black darkness of heathenism, but
our particular field is one link in a chain of Christian Mis
sions extending well across the continent and forming a
bulwark before the encroachment of Mohammedism slow y

but steadily moving from North Africa and seeking to em
brace within its fold these pagan peoples of the cener.
Our churches, schools and training institutions, our os
pital and industrial work, must be strong, for we are wor

ing not only to save the Kavirondos living m Bntisn as

Africa, but to keep back the Mohammedan ^vance ro

the innumerable pagan tribes farther south. To the hec

The poverty, ignorance and helplessness which our mis
sionaries in Mexico are finding at the present time, coupled
with the pathetic eagerness of the people for education and

sity of bearing our part of this enomious task °
ing with the weapons of the Spirit the attack o ®

advancement is such as to call forth a willing response from

all who, like ourselves, can help them in their hour of need.

close our eyes or stop our ears. TMs thing rie

Jamaica, though a field totally different from the two
already mentioned, is today in tragic need of Christ. The

strengthen our African work. M e cannot postpo
can we give it meagre support in money or m p y •

question in Jamaica is not "Will the pure Gospel of Christ
prove sufficient for Jamaica's needs?" the real question is;

"Will the Gospel have a chance to work there?" The ques-

toin is, "Will we allow Christ to do his work, while we carry

Him to Jamaica so He may reduce the high percentage of
illiteracy and illegitimacy and the appalling prevalence of in
temperance?" For thirty-five years. Friends have worked
in Jamaica. The foundation is laid and now on this founda

tion must be built a strong, aggressive work adequate to
bring the uplift for which Jamaica is waiting.
A deputation of four Friends sent by this Board to Ja
maica last winter made a searching study of conditions there.

^

Central Africa no other call

do—for the sake of Christ and Africa we

.

Additional workers are in preparation, the Board IS

ing steps to have the work and our field ihoroug
_
ied afresh in the light of changing conditions ill Atrica,
SO every life and every dollar invested in the
,
Mission may under the guidance and favor o o
.
hindered for the accomplishment of His purpo
call we have set our hand to this task.

While, as in the case on our foreign
the present moment, human suffering is c roni

^

being prodigially wasted, while vast multitu es o
women and little children look to us to save lem
slavement worse than physical servitude, while friendly re-

5^
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FUNDS REQUIRED BY AMERICAN BOARD OF

sphere are imperilled and the Christianity of America lightly
esteemed at such a time, in this momentous and trjnng
, year, God forbid that we should fail to call the Society of

FOREIGN MISSIONS FOR ITS WORK DURING
EIGHTEEN MONTHS, OCTOBER 1, 1917.
TO MARCH 31, 1919.

Friends to this tremendous task which is now before us and
which will not wait. You, of course, will not fail to en

Current expense of work in Mexico
$ 20,750
Current expense of work in Jamaica .... 19,480
Current expense of work in Cuba
30,290
Current expense of work in Africa
24,180

quire of the Lord what He would have Oregon Yearly Meet
ing do.

Definite prayer for our missionaries and their work is a

service m which all can unite. The Foreign Prayer Calen

dar will give the names and location of all missionaries and
objects for intercession. Copies are avail
able here or can be gotten from our office in Richmond.

The work, of course, can not go forward without money
to support It. Barely $150,000 is asked for within the

eighteen months from October 1, 1917, to March 31, 1919our fiscal year will, hereafter, close with the latter date!
1 he attached statement will show where and how the money
IS to be used There are, roughly, 80,000 Friends to whom

this Hoard Iwks for its support. The quota of Oregon

Yearly Meeting can readily be calculated. May we not

count on its being substantially oyer-subscribed, for the
funds we are asking represent the minimum on which the

7
eiennm f'^'^*'"?Pbshed.
We were content
to ask
only
for $taU,UUU,
knowing that over-subscription
is the
order
of
the day in every worthy cause.

And, finally, this work stands or falls according to the
quality of our missionary staff. New missionaries are need

ed each year. It is to be hoped that from among your young
people there may come those who will hear the Lord's call

to service on the Mission field and who will prepare them
selves with thoroughness for the high and difficult tasks of

the foreign missionary calling. We are anxious as early
as possible to get into touch with all young Friends who
feel called to mis service or who give evidence of possessing
qualifications fitting them for successful missionary vvork.
This report is signed on behalf and by the direction of the
American Friends Board of Foreign Missions.
ROSS A. HADLEY,
General .Secretary.

Home expense of administration and cul
tivation
12,100
'T'l

Total for current purposes

$106,800

Africa.

Boys' Training School
Hospital equipment ....,

.$ 1,500
1,100

Permanent Mission House at Kitosh....

880

Permanent Mission House at Kaimosi

station

2,000

Shop for manual training
Traction engine and freight van.

600
ESW
Machinery and other industrial equipment 1,000
Cuba.

Addition and repairs to Banes Meeting"
House
2,W
School building at Holguin..... ■ •
Jamaica.
Hurricane reconstruction and other
property items—
New Mission Home at Seaside

lU.uuu

$

Repairs to Seaside Meeting House
New Day School House at Seaside

250
850

Purchase of lot for school and chapel at
Fort Stewart

Completion of .A.mity Hall Meeting House

750

Remodeling present Amity Hall building

for schoolhouse

^^0

Completion of Happy Grove Domestic
Science Building
— 1,000

Total for equipment
For work in prospect but awaiting final authoriza-

28,380

1

^
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tion by the Executive Committee, a minimum of.$ 15,000
Funds required for all purposes, October 1, 1917,
to March 31, 1919
.$150,100
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In accordance with this faith, we desire to maintain all
our relationships today.

To our beloved country, we affirm the deep loyalty of
grateful hearts. We long to help her realize her noblest

A STATEMENT BY PHILADELPHIA YEARLY
MEETING OF FRIENDS. THIRD
MONTH 29TH, 1918.

capacities as a great republic dedicated to liberty and democ

racy. But we believe that we best serve our country and'all
humanity when we maintain that religion and conscience

This decisive hour of history summons our Society to
make its utmost contribution to humanity's deepiest needs.
Believing that this requires us to meet the moral and spir
itual issues of the times simply and fearlessly, we feel called
to make clear our Christian faith as applied to war.

are superior even to the state.

To President Wilson, we declare our appreciation of his

steadfast and courageous efforts to keep the aims of the

United States in this great conflict liberal, disinterested and
righteous.

Uiir Society s opposition to all war as un-Christian has

To our fellow-countrymen, who are following the lead

ffathers
fu declared;
"ed throughout its history. In 1660 our fore

ings of.conscience into ways where we cannot be their com

ings with outward weapons, for any end. or under any pre-

they endure. Finally,

rades, we give assurance of respect and sympathy in all that

We utterly deny all outward wars and strife, and fight

For all men, whether they be called our enemies or not,
we pray that the sacrificial love of Christ, stirring us to re

mnse whatever: this is our testimony to the whole world.

ne Spirit of Christ by which we are guided is not changeawe. so as once to command us from a thing as evil and

pentance, may reconcile and unite all mankind in the broth
erhood of His spirit.

certainly know, and testify

Adopted by the Yearly Meeting in session at Fourth and
Arch Streets, Philadelphia, Third Month 29th, 1918.
FORTY-NINTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE PEACE

WOTld. that the Spirit of Christ, which leads us into all
uM'fh'

"ever move us to fight and war against any man

. ^veapons, neither for the Kingdom of Christ,
nor ffor the kingdoms
of this world."

ASSOCIATION OF FRIENDS IN AMERICA FOR
THE YEAR ENDING MARCH 31, 1918.
To Oregon Yearly Meeting of Friends:
The activities of the Peace Board of the Five Year Meet

o-»n
eo"victions
havethe
been
re-affirmed
by Friends
in all
generations
and during
present
war our
Yearly Meet
ings throughout the world have given clear evidence that
Ihe same principles,

the basis of our opposition to war is much more than
any single command of the Old or the New Testament. It

IS our faith that the way of love by which our Master,
(esus Lhrist, met and conquered evil, remains for His fol-

owers tod^^ the true method of combating wrong. For

IS, as or Him, this involves refusal to use means which,

like war, violate love and defeat its ends; but it does not
mean a weak neutrality toward evil. For us, as for Him,
it means a life of action devoted to the heroic purriose of
overcoming evil with good. The unspeakable sufferings
of humanity are now calling us and all men to larger sac
rifices and more earnest endeavors to put this faith into
practice. To such endeavors we dedicate ourselves.

^1

ing for the past year, although modified in many ways be
cause of the entrance of the United States into the War,

have nevertheless been guided by the principles which have
in the years that are past continuously controlled in deter
mining the specific lines of work to be undertaken. The ex

perience of the past year has given added emphasis to the
fact that in general, the work of the church in the cause of
peace must take into account two distinct but closely re
lated fields of endeavor, namely (1) the primarily educa
tional work making clear to all our members and as many

others as possible the essentials of the position which has
come to be known as the Friends' position in regard to war,

together with the reasons for accepting and maintaining
that position; and (2) that the task of demonstrating in a
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practical way that the Friends' protest against war as a
means of securing justice includes as one of its essentials a

positive, constructive, helpful program which counts no sac
rifice too great in the attempt to meet the needs of a suffer
ing, struggling world.
Educational Work.

The primarily educational work carried on has been chiefly
through the following channels, viz.:

(1) The distribution of books and pamphlets.

(2) The publication of the Messenger of Peace.
(3) The preparation of matter for the peace page in the

American Friend.

,.

to the literature distributed aside from periodicals, the

kinds sent out while covering a rather wide range have nev^^^heless all emphasized in some way the phases of truth
with respect to peace and war which are distinctively Chris
tian. The book ordered most frequently and from the
®^j^test range of territory geographically has been "Christ
and War," by William E. Wilson. Pamphlets published
y our Association as well as those published by other or
ganizations have been sent out the past year in numbers

from a few hundred to about 10,000 copies each,
o an explanation of Friends' views in regard to war, to the
position of conscientious objectors, and to the question of
e subjects rnost in demand have been those which relate
<^.ooipulsory military training.

^ ptontenance of periodical publications in time of
war which are devoted exclusively to the propagation of the
principles of peace is from the very nature of the case, a diffi
cult matter. It has seemed to the officers of the Peace As-

s^iation, however, that the importance of the educational
Li continue unless conditions
great that the
periodical
s ould
become
such aspublications
absolutely
to torbid. Great care has been exercised in the preparation
of the matter to be published, and while those having the
responsibility for this part of the work realize that the re

sults accomplished leaves much to be desired, it is a pleasure
to record the fact that from many sources, both from among
Friends and others, words of encouragement and warm
commendation have come for the standard that has been

maintained in these publications, and for the help which
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readers have received from them.
A Great Constructive Progil\m.

The other important phase of the peace work in which
Friends have engaged the past year, tliat of finding means
to express in practical ways our love to all mankind, has
been in the main under the care of the American Friends

Servdce Committee. A report of the extent and magnitude
of the work accomplished under the direction of that com

mittee will no doubt be submitted to all the Yearly Meet
ings independently, and it is therefore necessary only to say
here that the Peace Association of Friends in America has

in every way possible co-operated in promoting the plans
of the Service Committee, and urges Friends everywhere
to continue to give the fullest support to the important lines
of work which that committee is carrying on as long as the
present emergency may last.

The two lines of effort here referred to, namely, the pri

marily educational phase, and the practical efforts for re
lief and reconstruction, thus constitute together a great

constructive program for the advancement of the cause of
peace, each supplementing the other; the first emphasizing
the conceptions of fundamental truth which alone can make

of the second a joyous fruitage of unselfish love and univer
sal brotherhood; the second, as it arises from the first becom

ing in a hundred ways love incarnate in the only form in
which by many it can be perceived and understood.
Other Work.

In addition to work definitely to be referred to one of the
two classes already outlined, much time and thought has
been given to other questions, particularly to those which
have arisen in regard to the relation of the Peace Associa
tion of Friends in America to other organizations, and to

those which have come by letter from many different sources.

As noted in previous annual reports the volume of corre
spondence carried on has greatly increa.sed vyithin the past
few years, thus establishing with a constantly increasing pro

portionate number of our meetings and communities that
close personal relation with individual Friends which it is
believed is one of the greatest means of strengthening and
extending the work in which we all have such a deep and
abiding interest.

Minutcj of Oregon Yearly

Financial Support.

In view of the fact that the Yearly Meetings making an
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Collections taken in the various meetings and for
warded to the treasurer Five Years Meeting

143.13

nual appropriations for the support of the work of our
Board have all set aside the usual amount for the year 19171918 before the $10,000 fund proposed for the Boards of the
Five Years Meeting was arranged for and allotted, the
Peace Association of Friends in America did not ask for any

Individual contributions

^rtion of the $10,000 fund for the year ending October 1,

tive expenses
295.85
Contributions for the expense of Peace page in the

1918; neither was any appeal made to the individual meetas has been the custom each year since

American Friend
Contributions for American Friends' Service Com

^it
• ^^Pccted
that for share
next year
Peace
Board
will i,be given
its proportionate
of thethefund
raised
by

Life Membership fees

t e hive Years Meeting for the use of all the Boards, and

the Yearly Meetings are therefore not being asked to con-

514.75

Sales of literature

403.27

Treasurer of Five Years Meeting for Administra

out a very small margin, and the Association asks that if a

request for contributions becomes necessary in order to
cover the expenses of the time elapsing between the average

ime of close of the fiscal year of the various Yearly Meet^gs and the beginning of the next fiscal year of the Five
ears Meeting, that the cause for such a request may be fully
n erstood, and that the response may be as hearty as has
een the case when appeals for assistance have been made by
our Board in the past.
,
report of the Treasurer, submitted herewith, shows
expenditures for the year ending. March
lyio.

Respectfully submitted,

Allen D. Hole, President.

8.25

6.00

Total

$1778.40
Expenses

Printing Messenger of Peace

$ 449.17

Purchase of literature

285.94

Administrative expenses

250.09

Postage on Messenger of Peace and Literature sent
out

100.00

Office work, not administrative

320.60

Express and drayage

17.99

Making cuts for illustrations
Office supplies
Peace page in American Friend to Jan. 1, 1918
Wrappers for mailing

8.91
9.50
75.00
20.00

Telegrams and telephone fees

3.38

Amounts sent to American Friends' Service Com
mittee

8.25

$1593.11
185.29

ASSGQATIGN GF friends in AMERICA.
Receipts.

Cash on hand 4th Month 1st, 1917

Indiana Yearly Meeting, 1917
New England Yearly Meeting, 1917
New York Yearly Meeting, 1916
Western Yearly Meeting, 1917

Balance in bank
Total

$ 42.10

$1778.40
Endowment Fujid.

Balance on hand 4th Month 1st, 1917

Received from—

Baltimore Yearly Meeting, 1917

$ 100.00
200.00
25.00
4.70
25.00

44.28

Editorial work

treasurer of the peace

From 4th Month 1st, 1917, to 3rd. Month ,30, 1918.

8.50

mittee

appropriations as in the past. It is the hope that

the change to the new method of financial support will be
made without the creation of a deficit; but if so, it will be by

1.85

Subscriptions to Messenger of Peace

Interest on fund

$ 181.33
5.47
$ 186.80

Signed,

EDWIN G. CRAWFORD.

Approved by;

Signed:

CHARLES G. CARPENTER.

n
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honor the principles for which we stand and lay the founda

EPISTLE FROM DUBLIN

tion of useful Christian lives.

From Dublin Yearly Meeting of Friends held in Dublin

We have read with interest of the spread of prohibition
through your great country, and trust that in a short time

by adjournments from the 2nd of Sth month, to the 7th of
the same inclusive, 1918.

it may be universal. Your action in this matter makes us
the more conscious of our own shortcomings as a nation.

To Oregon Yearly Meeting:
Dear Friends:

In the great crisis through which the world is passing,

It is with deep feelings of love and sympathy that we

our Guide is sure and is ever present. He is willing to

have received and read your epistle at this time, and we

guide the nations as He does each individual soul which
trusts in Him. Let us then go forward, not despairing, but

have felt more closely drawn to you through the fellowship
of suffering. We hoped that by this time the shadow of the
great war would be passed, but it still lies heavily upon us,

hoping, not idly waiting but striving to help others, and
through all believing that in His own time He will lead us

and all around seems dark. Yet in the realization of our

out of this present sorrow into a place of peace.

lurnan im^tence we are driven back in deep searching of

"What though the mast be now blown overboard.

spirit on the foundations of our Christian Faith. Our funda-

The cable broke, the holding anchor lost.

rnental principle that each must live in Obedience to the Di

And half our sailors swallowed in the flood ?

vine voice speaking in the heart, has laid deep hold on the
tMeting, and we have felt a real need for a knowledge of
Christ as a personal and living Saviour from sin and its

Yet lives our Pilot still?"

Signed on behalf of the Meeting.
W. Fred E. Bewley. Clerk.

power in our lives.

At this time our young men have before them the proba 1 ity of compulsory military service. While reaffirming
our testimony against the spirit of war as contrary to that of

Jonathan Goodbody,
Correspondent. 50 Dame Street, Dublin.
SUMMARY OF AMERICAN EPISTLES.

• deciding
"romplete
must
be
a11lowed to alln in
theirliberty
courseof
of conscience
action at this
time,
an we prayerfully sympathize with all those who follow in

brevity. This does not seem to be a time for words, but
for great thoughtfulness and earnestness. While the epis
tles speak in a general way of increased activity in the dif

A characteristic of the American Epistles this year is

voice of Christ in their hearts.

1 he need for definite constructive work is kept continually

ferent lines of church work, the absorbing theme in each is

Miore us, as essential if the loss occasioned by the war is to

that of the great world conflict and the duty of Friends in

be made good. Many schemes are suggested by which a

regard to it.

As one reads the epistles he realizes that never before

permanent peace may be brought about, and while we unite

have Friends all over the world been so closely drawn to

^^•11
of these
we feel
that no
scheme
will be ofr any^avail
without
the spirit
of man-made
Christ controlling

gether in sympathy and love, and in the common pur^^e

the individuals of all nations.

of relieving suffering humanity. One epistle says; _To

One great necessity of the future will be good leaders,

maintain our testimony of the power of love, in this time
when warring nations are engendering hate, calls for a

men and women with high ideals of service, ready and will
ing to make great sacrifices. As a Society we must look

deep-seated loyalty and patriotism which may not be under
stood nor appreciated even by the many who are praying
for the coming of the Kingdom, and who are striving to

for these to the rising generation.
We have devoted a considerable amount of time to dis
cussion on the subject of Education. We feel that our schools

hasten that end. We are reminded that our lives are not

our own, since "we are bought with a price and tha.t con
scientious objectors" are exempt only from taking life, not

are a most important part of our organization, and that in
them the youth of our Society should leam to love and

A
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from yielding it. Hence Friends must suffer with the suf
fering world."

All the Yearly Meetings seem to have felt "the challenge
of the opportunities the present crisis has opened to Friends
everywhere as well as the call of needy fields at home."
All the Yearly Meetings report an increased interest in
missionary work. California says: Surely this is no time
to permit our missionary activity to lag, but with chastened
hearts and humbled spirits we would urge all Friends to
turn resolutely and confidently to our God that "His way
may be known upon the earth and his salvation among all
nations."

California reports the sending of six new missionaries to
the Alaskan and Central American fields.

Western reports more money raised for evangelistic and
missionary purposes than ever before.

Wilmingfton and New England each reixjrt a net gain of
thirty-five in their membership.
lovya speaks of the unusually effective work of their Evan
gelistic and Church Extension departments. Their member

ship gain has been the largest in several years.
New England says: "It is of particular interest, because
most of the new members are young people and adults who
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need an educated leadership but that in mass we must

be brought into keener, clearer, intellectual perception. We
therefore desire that we may all become interested in and
identified with our educational problems and institutions. It
also stands us in hand to make the conditions such that all

our younger membership may avail themselves of higher ed
ucational advantages."
New England speaks of the successful work of their two
schools, the Moses Brown School and Oak Grove Seminary,

saying that "the hysterH of preparedness which has per

vaded our public schools has made us appreciate more than
ever before the value of- our denominational schools. We

turn to the task of supporting our educational work with
new zeal."

Most of the epistles speak of e.xcellent work in the cause
of temperance. The results in different states have been so
successful that ultimate victory seems assured.
Iowa says in this connection, "as Friends have always

been among the first in advocating moral reform, we are

glad to note an increasing sentiment against the waste of
acreage used in tobacco production."

have come from convincement. More attention has been

paid to the younger people, especially those in their teens.
We realize that the best way to increase our membership is

by taking care of the children and young people who come
under our influence."

One very encouraging note in almost all the epistles was
an increased interest on the part of the young people in the
activities and spiritual life of the church.

n! ■ . :■ i

Kansas Yearly Meeting expresses a concern that "the

church should recognize and encourage our young people in
the development of their gifts; for we are conscious that in

the past Friends have lost many splendid workers through
failure to provide opportunities for service, and that many
have neglected their talents through the lack of sympathy

../t

'
' / ■

•; \

.

;■
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All the Yearly Meetings report progress along educational

'rti

■r\i\

on the part of the church.
•%

•
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lines.

Indiana says: "It is forced home to us that we not only

'■1
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Four Years—

A. G. Street, Greenleaf, Idaho.
Aaron M. Bray, Newberg, Oregon.

H. A. Hinshaw, 118S E. Taylor St., Portland, Oregon.
W. E. Crozer, Newberg, Oregon.

DIRECTORY

Five Years—

Justin L. Haworth, Springbrook, Oregon.

Presiimng Clerk

Emmor W. Hall, 1115 E. Taylor St., Portland, Orcgo^

Levi T. Pennington, Newljerg, Oregon.

Retta J. Pemberton, South Commercial St., Salem, Ore.
Bvron Morris, 91 Hazel Fern Place, Portland, Oregon.

Recording Clerk

Oliver Weesner, Newberg, Oregon.

DEPARTMENTS
Evangelistic and Church Extension

Reading Clerk

Marguerite P. Elliott, Salem, Oregon.

Cliainnan of Board—

Announcing Clerk

Chester A. Hadley, R. F. D. 4, Salem, Oregon.

Fred E. Carter, Newberg, Oregon.
Vice-Chairman—

Treasurer

Oliver Weesner, Newberg, Oregon.

Chester A. Hadley, R. F. D. 4, Salem, Oregon.
Secretary-Treasurer—

Statistical Secretary

Aaron Bray, Newberg, Oregon.
n s.
c Cook,
r- 1 1175
^
RAiraoAD St.,
Secretary
B.
Commercial
Portland, Oregon.

Marietta Lewis, Springbroc4c, Oregon.
Field Secretary—

Treasurer Church Building Fund—

j
T> t
Custodian
of Documents
^ac
Roberts,
Newberg,
Oregon.

J. Sanger Fox,6228 92d St. S. E., Portland. Oregon.
.
,
Officers and Quarterly Meeting Superintendents.
One Year—
^
......
Homer L. Cox, 1067 E. Main St., Portland, Oregon.

lerks of Yearly Meeting on Ministry and OvERsrcaT

Executive Committee—

Chester A. Hadley, Presiding, R. F. D. 4, Salem, Oregon,
vangelme Martin, Recording, Newberg, Oregon.
^ „

One Year—

Permanent Board

Thomas W. Hester, Newberg, Oregon.

■ Joscfih:-Taylor, Scotts Mills, Oregon.

TTiomas R. Rood, Newberg, Oregon.

Thomas C. Perisho, Greenleaf, Idaho.

Newberg, Oregon.

O. J. Sheroan,612 E. Taylor St., Portland, Oregon.

Two^^rs

, , _

J. Sanger Fox,6228 92d St. S. E., Portland, Oregon.

Two Year-s—

Marietta I^wis, Springbrook, Oregon.
Ezra G. Pearson, Greenleaf, Idaho.
Lewis C. Russell, Marion, Oregom

Msqile Ave., Salem, Oregon.

w
w" Terrell, Newberg,
Nevdierg,
Oregon.
W. E.
Oregon.
Jesse Coulson, Scotts Mills, Oregon.
John B. Moorman, Laurel Ave., Salem, Oregon.

B. S. Cook, 1175 Commercial St., Portland. Oregon.
Three Years—

L. W. Heston, Star, Idaho.
A. G. Street, Greenleaf, Idaho.

Three Years—

Chester A. Hadley, R. F. D.4, Salem, C^on.
F. M. George, 198 E. 39th St., Portland, Oregon.

J. H. Rees, Springbrook, Oregon.
Allen Smith, Newberg, Oregon.

Fred E. Carter, Newberg, Oregon.

Enos Pressnall, Marion, Oregon.

Rebecca Pennington, Newberg, Oregon.

NelHe Osbomc,502 N. 10th St., Boise, Idaho.

Jii
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Adult and Home Departments—

Quarterly Meeting Superintendents

Catherine Dickey, 293 E. 34th St., Portland, Oregon.

Fred E. Carter, Newberg, Oregon.
Chester A. Hadley, R. F. D. 4, Salem, Oregon.

Literature—

Thomas C. Perisho, Greenleaf, Idaho.
F. Marion George, 198 E. 39th St., Portland, Oregon.

Secondary Department—

Alberta K. Terrell, Newberg, Oregon.
Marguerite P. Elliott, Salem, Oregon.

Foreign Missions

Primary Department—

Superintendent—
O. J. Sherman, 612 E. Taylor St., Portland, Oregon.

Effie Terrell, Newberg, Oregon.
Teacher Training—
Emma M. Hodgin, Newberg. Oregon.

Vice-Chairman—

Milo P. Elliott, Newberg, Oregon.

Quarterly Meeting Superintendents—
Newberg, Dennis Mills, Springbrook, Oregon!

Secretary—

Effie R. Tamplin, 5322 82d St. S. E.,Pprtland, Oregon.

Salem, Bessie R. Shinn, Salem, Oregon.

Treasurer—

Boise Valley, Ida Hinshaw, Greenleaf, Idaho.
Portland, C. C. Barker, Portland, Oregon.

Wilfred' E. Crozer, Newberg, Oregon.
Committeemen for Five Years Meeting

Christian Endeavor

O. J. Sherman, 612 E. Taylor St., Portland, Oregon.
EfiBe R. Tamplin, 5322 82d St. S. E., Portland, Oregon.

Superintendent and Member of the Young Friends Board—•
Chester A. Pladley, R. F. D. 4. Salem, Oregon.

Yearly Meeting Committees

Assistant Superintendent—
Paul Lewis, Springbrook, Oregon.
Secretarj'-Treasurer—

One Year—

Clarence A. Daily, Greenleaf, Idaho.
Anna B. Miles, 993 Court St., Salem, Oregon.

Hazel Keeler, 1143 S. Commercial St., Salem, Oregon.
Quarterly Meeting SirpERiNTENDENTS

Harlan Smith, Newberg, Oregon.
C. J. Barnard, 7106 51st Ave. S. E., Portland, Oregon.

Portland, Kenneth Tamplin, 5322 82d St. S. E., Portland.

Two Years-

Wilfred E. Crozer, Newberg, Oregon.

Salem, Rolland Armstrong, Salem, Oregon.

Retta J. Pemberton, S. Commercial St., Salem, Oregon.
Lucy H. Rees, Springbrook, Oregon.

Boise Valley, Dillon Mills, Greenleaf, Idaho.

Newberg, Olive L. Johnson, Newberg, Oregon.
Education

Emma Heston, Star, Idaho.
Superintendent—

Three Years—

Milo P. Elliott, Newberg, Oregon.
Flora Cole, Salem, Oregon.
Marian Shattuck, Greenleaf, Idaho.

Lydia C. Gardner, 984 E. Salmon St., Portland, Oregon
Quarterly Meeting Superintendents

Harlan Smith, Newberg, Oregon.

Anna B. Miles, 993 Court St., Salem, Oregon.■
Marian Shattuck, Greenleaf, Idaho.
Lydia C, Gardner,.984 E. Salmon St., Portland, Oregon.
. Bible Schools

Superintendent—
Lyra B. Miles, 993 Court St., Salem, Oregon.

w-

Emma M. Hodgin, Newberg, Oregon.
Quarterly Meeting Superintendents—

Newberg, Rebecca Peiinington, Newberg, Oregon.
Salem, Lyra B. Miles,993 Court St., Salem, Oregon.
Boise Valley, Emma Heston, Star, Idaho.
Portland, S. Lewis Hanson, 1110 E. Salmon St., Port
land, Oregon.
Literature

Superintendent—

J. Allen Dunbar, Portland, Oregon.
Quarterly Meeting Superintendents—
Newberg, Huldah Kaufman, Newberg, Oregon.

Mteting cf Friends Church
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Salem, Ethel Cox, Scotts Mills, Oregon.
Boise Valley, Mary Morden,512 N. 10th St., Boise, Idaho.

Portland, Mildred Hanson, Portland, Oregon.
Peace

Superintendent—
Louisa P. Rounds.

Representative to Peace Association of Friends in America—

Aaron M. Bray, Newberg, Oregon.
Quarterly Meeting Superintendents—

Newberg, Irvin Scott, Newberg, Oregon.
Salem, Hazel Keeler, 1143 S. Commercial St., Salem, Ore.
Boise Valley, Preston Milles, Greenleaf, Idaho.
Portland, S. Alice Hanson, 1110 E. Salmon St., Portland.
Systematic and Proportionate Giving

.

Yearly Meeting Service Committee

Supierintendent—

Levi T. Pennington, Newberg, Oregon.
Superintendent Sewing Department—

Marguerite P. Elliott, Salem, Oregon.
Quarterly Meeting Superintendents— Newberg, Milo P. Elliott, Newberg, Oregon.

Salem, H. Elmer Pemberton, 1215 Highland Ave., SiUem,
Oregon.

Boise Valley, Chas. I. Whitlock, Greenleaf, Idaho

Portland, O. J. Sherman, 612 E. Taylor St., Portland,
Oregon.

COMMITTEES, ETC.
Epistle Committee

Russell W. Lewis, Newberg, Oregon.

■Superintendent—

Emma M. Hodgin, Newberg, Oregon.

Quarterly Meeting Superintendents—
Newberg, Stella Crozer, Newberg, Oregon.

M. Alice Hanson, 1110 E. Salmon St., Portland, Oregon.

Stella Crozer, Newberg, Oregon.

Salem, Retta J. Pemberton, Salem, Oregon.
^ise Valley, Carroll M. Crewe, Greenleaf, Idaho.

Portland, J. Sanger Fox, 6228 92d St. S. E., Portland.
Temperance

Superintendent—

M. .A^lice Hanson, 1110 E. Salmon St., Portland, Ore.

Quarterly Meeting Superintendents—

Newberg, Edith M. Minchin, Dundee, Oregon,
balem, Robert Miller, Salem, Oregon,

mise Valley, Mary Wilson, Greenleaf, Idaho.

Portland, Emmor W. Hall, 1115 E. Taylor St., Portland.

Catherine Dickey, Portland, Oregon.

Entertainment Committee
W. E. Terrell, Newberg, Oregon.

Seman J. Madson, Newberg, Oregon.

Anna W. Kentner, Newberg, Oregon.
Thomas W. Hester, Newberg, Oregon.
Elma Paulsen, Newberg, Oregon.
Auditing Committee

Jesse Edward's, Newberg, Oregon.

Qaude S. Woodward, Newberg, Oregon.
Legislation Committee

Superintendent—

Quarterly Meeting Superintendents—

Levi T. Pennington, Newberg, Oregon.

Rebecca Pennington, Newberg, Oregon.

Newberg, Mabel Frost, Rex, Oregon.

Salem, Hattie Thompson, Hazel and Highland Aves.,
Salem, Oregon.

Boise Valley, F. Esther Benedict, Greenleaf, Idaho.
Portland, Lydia C. Gardner, 984 E. Salmon St., Portland,
Oregon.

i •

W. E. Crozer, Newberg, Oregon.

H. A. Hinshaw, 1185 E. Taylor St., Portland.
Levi T. Pennington, Newberg, Oregon.
H. Elmer Pemberton, 1215 Highland Ave., Salem.

Social Service

■

Printing Committee

Oliver Weesner, Newberg, Oregon,
E. H. Woodward, Newberg, Oregon.

Committee to Write to Aged Friends .aot Children

Belle Badley, 984 E. Salmon St., Portland, Oregon.
Lyra B. Miles, 993 Court St., Salem, Oregon.

w
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Committee to Act With Evangelistic Board Relativb

". Elmer Pemberton, 1215 Highland Ave., Salem, Oregon.

to Work in Washington

ommittee to Receive and Distribute Documents

R. M. Cammack, Salem, Oregon.

Newberg, Jacob Marshall. Newberg, Oregon.

1123 S. Commercial St., Salem. Ore.

Pol!?
j Mark
Thomas
C.208
Perisho,
Idaho.
Portland.
D. Ellis.
E. SthGreenleaf,
St.. Portland.
Oregon.

11.5

Boise V.m.ley Quarterly Meetings

President—

Held on the fourth Seventh day of Second, Fifth, Eighth
and Eleventh months, at 10:30 A.M.

Vire-Pre^sidSt-'"

Boise Monthly Meeting—

Held the third Fifth day of each month, at 7 P. M. in

Portland', Oregon.
^'Treasurer—

winter and 8 P. M. in summer.

Ml"chin. Dundee. Oregon.

Greenleaf Monthly Meeting—

Pr^ram Committee—

Held the third Seventh day of.each month, at 2:30 P. M.

Pa,!f
w Lewis,
Terrell,
^aul H.
IrmaHomer
Cook..L. Cox, Chester A. Hadley,

Star Monthly Meeting—

Held the first Seventh day of each month, at 7:30 P. M.

Pacific CollegeA'^isiting Committee

Valley Mound Monthly Meeting—

Held the second Seventh day of each month at 2:00 P. M.

Eastman St., Boise, Idaho.

Malona r^'ur i'
Archie Pa
S TP •

k"?i

~

Newberg Qu.arterly Meeting

Portland, Oregon.

Held the .second Seventh day of Second, Fifth, Eighth and

Taylor St., Portland, Oregon.
Sherwood. Oregon.

Eleventh Months, at 10:30 K. M.

Newberg Monthly Meeting—

R"afeh\T r
Salmon St., Portland. Oregon.
Cammack,
Salem,
J-T Sa^
Mnger Fox.
6228 92d
St. S.Oregon.
E.:Portland. Oregon.

winter and 8:00 P. M. in summer.

Chehalem Center Monthly Meeting—
r) at
Held the last Seventh day of each Mouth, at 2:00 P. M.

Members

Springbrook Monthly Meeting—

aron IM. Bray, Newberg. Oregon.
Alhertf^
m""' Newlierg.S-Oregon.
hi- Portland. Oregon.
Alberta K. Terrell,
Committee to Set Forth Our Position on Peace

^ rv^ n ah

Held the first Seventh day of each month, at 2:00 P. M.
Rex Monthly Meeting—

.

Held the last Fifth day of each month, at 7:30 P. M. in
winter and 8:00 P. IM. in summer.

Sherwood Monthly Meeting (For.weri.v Middleton

and War

Louisa R Rounds, Newberg, Oregon.

Monthly Meeting)—
.7 .jn r> at
Held the fourth Seventh day of each month, at 7:30 P. M,
Portland Quarterly Meeting

Newberg,
Oregon.
J. anger Fox,6228 92d
St. S. E.,
Portland, Oregon.

Committee to Write to Young Men
'Ni;

Pt^"lf W. Perisho, New^berg, Oregon.
St., Portland, Oregon.
Floyd
Russell W. Lewis, Newberg, Oregon.

r. i\t •

Held the first Fourth day of each month, at 7:30 P. M. m

mmittee on Correspondence M''ith Non-Resident
.

Charles I. Whitlock, Greenleaf, Idaho.
Ethol George, Portland, Oregon.
Jesse Edwards, Newberg, Oregon.

QUARTERLY AND MONTHLY MEETINGS

Officers of Minesterial Associ.\tion

jj.

Ti

Meeting of FrienJs Church

Cook, 1123 E. Salmon St., Portland, Oresron.

,

Held the first Sixth day after the first Fifth day of Third,
Sixth, Ninth and Twelfth months, at 7:30 P. M.
First Friends Church Monthly Meeting

.,, ,

^

Held at East 34th and' Main Streets, the first Fifth day of
each month at 7:30 P. M.
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Second Friends Church Monthly Meeting—

Held,the first Fifth day of each month, at 7:30 P. M.
West Piedmont Monthly Meeting—

Held the first Fifth day of each month, at 7:30 P. M.
Quilcene Monthly Meeting—

Held at Quilcene, Washington.
. Salem Quarterly Meeting

Hdd the third Seventh day of Second, Fifth, Eighth and
Eleventh months, at 10:30 A. M.
Salem Monthly Meeting—

Held the first Fifth day following the first Seventh day of
each month at 7:30 P. M.

South Salem Monthly Meeting—

Held the first Fifth day of each month, at 7:30 P. M.
Monthly Meeting—

Held the first Fifth day of each month at 7:30 P. M.
ivosEiDALE Monthly AJ^eeting—

Held the first Fifth day of each month at 10:00 A. M.
Marion Monthly Meeting—

Held: the second Fourth day of each month at 2:00 P. M.
LIST OF MINISTERS.

Second Friends Church

Lurana M. Terrell, 602 90th St.. Portland, Ore.
Edward D. Smith, 92nd St., Portland, Ore.
yra B. Smith, 92nd St., Portland, Ore.
St., Portland, Ore.

^"''^nder Arnold, 1114 Ingalls St., Vancouver, Wash.
DL u Hammer,
1114
IngallsFalls,
St., Vancouver,
Wash.
^hebe
Klamath
Ore.

Jos^h Brock, Clarkston, Wash.
First Friends Church—

Homer H Cox, 1124 E. Main St., Portland, Ore.
anche G. Cox, 1124 E. Main St., Portland, Ore.
F. Marion George, 195 E. 39th St., Portland, Ore.
S. ''Hice Han.son, 374 Marguerite Ave., Portland, Ore.
B. Franklin Flinshaw, 1110 E. Salmon St., Portland,
Oregon.
Sarah M. Beckett, 1813 4th Ave., W.. Seattle, Wash,
^^rothy IL Lee, 436 23rd .A.ve., Seattle, Wash.

Catherine S. Hutton, 1725 N. 13th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
West Piedmont i\fonthly Meeting—

Mteting of Friends Chanh

Lewis I. Hadley, 1180 Borthwick St., Portland, Ore.
Newberg Monthly Meeting—
Fred E. Carter, Newberg, Ore.

Levi T. Pennington, Newberg, Ore.
Aaron M. Bray, Newberg, Ore.

Jesse Edwards, Newberg, Ore.

■

Mary E. K. Edwards, Newberg, Ore.
Alfred Calva Martin, Quilcene, Wash.
Mary Jane Newlin, Newberg, Ore.
Louisa P. Round, Newberg, Ore.
Sherwood'—
.
i
Oliver N. Kenworthy, Denair, Gal.

Isabel Kenworthy, Denair, Cal. , .

*

i

r^i

Abram. Astelford, 2011 Michigan Ave., Los Angeles, CaL

Springbrook—
Edith M. Minchin, Dundee, Ore.

Elizabeth Palmer, Rainier, Wash.

Carl F. Miller, Springbrook, Ore.
Minnie G. Miller, Springbrook, Ore.

^ cSst^A. Hadley, R. F- D. 4, Salem, Ore.

^io^phine Hockett, 915 Highland Av^, Salem, Ore.
Charles R. Scott, 2305 Elm Ave, Sakm, Ore.
Lorenzo J. White, 789 Locust St., Salem, Ore.
Charles Pearson, Tillarhook, Ore.
Frances Liter, Newport, Ore.

^^n'^lJme™Pemberton, 1746 S. Li^rty St, Salem, Ore.
Robert Miller, 1267 Marion St.,

Charles Baldwin, 1030 Saginaw St., S^em, Ore.

Eliza Gidley, 1565 Waller St., Salem, Ore.
Marion—

Lewis Russell, Marion, Ore.

Myrtle Russell, Marion, Ore.
Marj' R. Pressnall, Marion, Ore.
William Watson, Huntington Park, California.
Scotts Mills—

Fred C. Harris, Scotts Mills, Ore.

Jesse E. Coulson, Scotts Mills,(>e.

Clyde G. Thomas, Scotts Mills, Ore.
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Greenleaf—

Charles I. Whitlock, Greenleaf, Ida.

C. Edwin Cox, Boise Monthly Meeting, March 21,1918.

Floyd W. Williams, R. F. D. 2, Caldwell, Ida.

Clyde G. Thomas, Scotts Mills Monthly Meeting, Dec, 12,

Wm. Vimont, Arroyo Grande, Gal.
Anson Cox, Greenleaf, Ida.

1917.

•

Lewis I. Hadley, 1180 Borthwick St., Portland, Ore.,

Thomas C. Perisho, Greenleaf,Ida.

West Piedmont Monthly Meeting, June 8, 1918.

Preston Mills, Greenleaf, Ida.

F. Esther Benedict, Greenleaf, Ida.

•

-

Sebum Harris, Greenleaf, Ida.

^rge W IIaryej^2105 N. 14th St., Boise. Ida.

CORRESPONDENTS.

■

H. Lydia Mendenhall, Gfeenleaf, Ida
Boise—

■

C Edwm Cox 1609 N. 14th St., Boise, Ida.
Almira Rosenberger, 403 Franklin St. Boise. Ida.
Mary L. Stanton, 1310 N. 16th St., Boise. Ida.

Newberg Monthly Meeting, Pearl B. Weesner, Newberg,
Ore.

Rex Monthly Meeting, Halcyon Wiley, Rex, Ore.

South Salem Monthly Meeting, Alice E. Edmundson, R.
F. D. 3, Box S3, Salem, Ore.

, ''

Wll E. Jones, R. F. D.4, Caldwell, Ida.

pL r w

PrpH t?

Sherwood Monthly Meeting, Jennie V. Hayes, Sherwood,
Chehalem Center Monthly Meeting, Edith L. Walton,

Valley Mound—

r"nrf'

brook, Ore.

Newberg, Ore., R. F. D. 3.

Taylor, 1113 Eastman St., Boise, laa.

Ezra
R. F.Idaho.
D. 2, Caldwell, Ida.
Wm.G.
E Pearson,
Hadley, Star,
Mary E. Roberts, Star, Ida.

Springbrook Monthly Meeting, Lucy H. Rees, SpringOre.

Idaho.

Star—

7'

Nearly Meetings—

Meeting. ^

Ohio Yearly Meeting,

ruarifE Miller, from
Indiana
Yearly
Meeting,
Indiana
Yearly
Meeting.
i ' to Other
Indiana
Yearly
Meeting.
Ministers
Transferred
Yearly
Meetings—
John Riley to Indiana Yearly Meeting.

Marion Monthly Meeting, Enos Presswall, Marion, Ore.
Scotts Mills Monthly Meeting, John S. Richie, Scotts
Mills, Ore.
.
^.

Rosedale Monthly Meeting, Sadie Pearson, R. F. D. 2,
Box 55, Turner, Ore.

Salem Monthly Meeting, Jos. N. Smith, 2361 Hazel Ave.,
Salem, Ore.

Woodland Monthly Meeting, Alvin Sanders, Woodland,
Idaho.

T

n. c

Boise Monthly Meeting, Nellie Osbom. 512 N. 10th St.,
Boise, Idaho.

Greenleaf Monthly Meeting, F. Esther Benedict, Green
leaf, Idaho.

MfnisSs

Star Monthly Meeting, J. William Jones, Middleton,
Monthly Meeting, Sixth month,

"^'^*^1^17^'^^ Martin, Newberg Monthly Meeting, Dec. S,
^^15*^1X7^'"'^®'
Monthly Meeting, Sept.
^191^ Vimont, Greenleaf Monthly Meeting, March 16,

Idaho, R. F. D. 1.

Valley Mound Monthly Meeting, Daisy Roberts, R. F. D.
4, Caldwell, Idaho.

.

Quilcene Monthly Meeting. Lillie B. Clark, Quilcene,
Wash.

First Friends Monthly Meeting, S. Lewis Hanson, 1110
E. Salmon St., Portland, Ore.

Second Friends Monthly Meeting, Edna M. Burns, 5920
90th St., S. E., Portland, Ore.

n

Afmules of Oregon Yemrly

9f Frienis Church

Piedmont Monthly Meetingf, Acrnes Cook, 1175

'commercial St., Portland, Ore.

MEMBERS DECEASED

1st of those deceased for the year ending April 1st:

1.01* © CO

Wmlcene—Mary F. Thomas, Addie Thomas.
P^'iends—Samuel E. Gardner, Florence E. Cook.

toiHiao

©OCOOiH

^OOtACO
OOIALO©

9> OOtOOt-00

ot^ooo
oc^>

put\3 J*8ItUi9H

LAOO

)0©«A

Friends—M. J. Sawyer, Maude Brumwell, Elma
to

West Piedmont—J. Wilbur Coe.
reenleaf—Rhoda Mills, Charles Day, John Cook.

00 t^QQ©©CD
tH OOCO'^
CO -•«

Johnson, Eli Jones, Alice Jordan.

©CO©

—Clarkson Pemberton.

LOCO CO

i(oani{o

MCOUO

Frank Worthing, Grace Worthing, Leslie W.
©too
ens

Scotts Mills—Wilford C. Hammer.

lOA^apua u-gnspUO

^alem—Thurman White,

oor-

pnngbrook—Lucian M. Metcalf, Hannah E. Newby.

00 e4ocoto©

'"^ood—Lloyd Vincent.

loot{OS ®iqia

CP- ^^rg—Alfred Wheeler, Eugene Chafin Taylor, SpenHutchens, Albert Hadley, John W. B.

sasTOjaxg 's

saiT*! Xj^uoiserFi

Elite'
A Mendenhall,
George
Bales, Mordecai Ellis, Eliza
t Arthur
Austin, James
M. Rittenhouse.

saes^xo iCpn^s

.f \

: ■*. ■»

■
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INDEX
Amendments to Uniform Discipline
Anniversary Celebration

3, 46-47
18, 19

Appropriations
-Associate Membership
Bible Schools
Caretakers

STATISTICAL TABLE NO. 1

45-46
3, 46
24-25, 68-69
3, 4,8

Christian Endeavor

i,.-,-

19-20,, 8.4

Clerks of Yearly Meeting
Clerks of Yearly Meeting on Ministry and Oversight
Committee—Special

3, .4, 66
17,-6^

,,

..

Finance

Nominating
1
Birth

Request

1
1
1

.
.

1

4 2
28 8
fi 4

1

11

1
3

1

2

2

7

3
2

5

On Correspondence with .Non-Reaident Members

AOBITIOirS

nr

1

1 10
26 n
V

8 2
1 2
8 14 86 25 17
7 9
5

8

1
5
7 21 86 33 27

"71
1

3S

186
27

Certificates

On Returning Minutes
Press

To Set Forth Our Position on Peace and War
11-12, .26.

other Yearly
Meetings ...

,,

Total gain. 3 1 18 49 9
Death
Error
Disownment

Resignation ...
Discontinuance
of names
Letter
Certificates

other Yearly
Meetings ...
Total loss.

Net gain—109.

12, 72
3, 25
3, 48

,.

1

2 4
4 14

,
, ,,

5

27 42

,.

27

1 301

To Write to Our Young Men
Committees-—Standing

73
72

18, 71
44, 71

Auditing
Entertainment

Epistles
Legislation

72

42, 44,
12, 26,

To Act with Evangelistic Board

_
• .^

Pacific College Visiting
Printing
To Distribute Documents

To Write Aged Friends and Children
Communications—

71
71
72

18, 71
1-8, 72
71-72

From Baltimore (Park Avenue) Yearly Meeting

From Philadelphia Yearly Meeting
12, 49, 66-'.57
From JExecutive Committee of Five Years Meeting ^3
From Boise Valley Quarterly Meeting
From Genesee Yearly Meeting

Conference of Ail Friends in London

Correspondents—Monthly Meeting

13^ -23

77-7ij

INOkX— Continued

INDEX—Continued

Deceased

Recommendations—

Bible Schools

Education

Evangelistic and Church Extension

12, 20, 44,

6D

Prom Permanent Board

20

OD

Prom Evangelistic Board
Prom Committee for Relief of War Sufferers

41

67-68

. Foreign Missions

69-70

Peace

American Priends Board of Poreign Missions
Associated Committee on Indian Affairs

70

Service Committee

44, 71
43, 70

Social iService-

Systematic and- Proportionate Giving
Temperance

Devotional Meetings

28-35

Prom American Yearly Meetings

Praternal Delegates to Puget Sound Quarterly Meeting
17-18

45

Greenleaf Seminary

Instructions to Representatives

28-29

Home Missions

12, 13-17, 20, 44, 67-68, 83

44

Literature

4

Letters—

41-42

Meeting on Ministry and Oversight

To Aged Friends
To Boys and Girls

49

To Non-Resident Members

Nominating Committee

41-42, 69-70
9-10

Ministerial Association

21, 72

Ministers
74-77

6-8

■ •' <
d

'
■'

'-

5, 12, 49, 72
4, 66

10-12, 57-61,

f

Peace

10-H

30

11. 57-61
9. 20
31-35

President of Pacific College
Press Committee

48

48

Relief of War Sufferers

9, 20 66-67
73-74

29-30

Printing Committee

70

41

12, 25-28, 43, 44

Pacific College Corporation
Pacific College Treasurer
Peace Association of Priends of America
Permanent Board

46, 68, 79
73-74

,f

21
6-g, 79
g

Missionary Treasurer

49

Memorials

17

Ministerial Association
Missionary

49

Literature

Quarterly and Monthly Meetings

13-16, 83

Evangelistic and Church Extension

45
46

Evangelistic and Church Extension

Permanent Board
•Prohibition of Liquor Traffic

17, 45

Epistles Committee

«0, 62-63

To Dublin and London Yearly Meetings

48-49

Entertainment Committee

10, 45, 63-65

From London Yearly Meeting
To American Yearly Meetings

Officers of Yearly Meeting

43

28-35

Education

From Dublin Yearly Meeting

Peace

43

19-2a,rS4i

Christian Endeavor

Eplstl es—

Missionary
Monthly Meetings
Non-Resident Members

24-23

Caretakers

66-78
Education

49

Bible Schools

70

Direc tory

50-56

19, 22, 23

Auditing Committee

70

-

43

Prom Nominating Committee
Reports—

68

') Literature

5

Prom Statistical Secretary

68-60

Christian Endeavor

;

4B

Ratio of Apportionment

5, 7S

Departments of Work

f

Representatives
State of Society
Statistical Secretary

37-41
4, 18, 42

45-47, 49
10. 47-48

4. 5, 80, 81

INDEX—Continued

Systematic and Proportionate Giving

6

Temperance
Treasurer Evangelistic and Church Extension Board

36
23

Treasurer of Yearly Meeting
Trustees of Yearly Meeting
Representatives and Alternates

21-22
25
~

Statement of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting
Statistics
Store House League

.56-57
79-84
o

Systematic and Proportionate Giving
Temperance
Trustees

6, 70
3g'
is' 25
2, 25, 43

VlsiUng Friends

isri Y'-ii iolr.'
i

'•

1^.
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•
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